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n^trodugtioa 
It is rer.er&ily eccepted in the United States, 
that crops plerted in the fall after sorgciuiis do not yield as 
v;ell as ?/her folloTsrin^  other crops. This has been proven by -
pr^ .cticr.lly all the experii^ ental dnts. available, although in 
e::cepticnal cc.ce2 Irirr'cr crop yields have been secured follow­
ing sorfrhtijtis than when following corn or certain other crops, 
Unfortcinately, there are fev? e7:?erinental lata on tiie after­
effects of sor^ hTiTn on soils in .^ sia or Africa where the sor-
fjhun.:." arc- sr^ id to h?.vc originated and v/here they have been 
rro-n for rrany centu.ries. Breazeale (2) states, however, that 
he v-;?iS infoirr.ed sorrhnn is grown year after year 
upcn the beet land, and that no injurious after-effects froa 
the crccs had beer cbcezTrcd, Tin^ : (14) made so mention of 
ary harnifuZ after-cffects of Gorrhiins T;hen he wrote about 
Oriental arriculture, and it is possible tixat the delet€rio;is 
effC'Cts of scr/rhurns are overcome by the systeir.s of soil 
!riariiii'e:?,snt used in ::outheastern Asia. 
€^\;ell [16^  lists five possible causes of the in­
jurious &rrccts cf scrghurss; namely, (1} depletion of 
ai:ierslE, (2} toxic root excretions, (S) toxic products of 
decay, (4) diseases associated with the crop, and (b) the 
effects of soil protozoa and other raicroorganisms« Another 
theory which has been rather popular of late is based on the 
fact that sorghoias are richer in easily decoaposE'-hle carbo­
hydrates than other crops. Sorghum residues, roots and tops 
when incorporated with the soil are believ&i, according to 
this theory, to supply energy materials Tor an abundant 
microflora and the organisas compete with higiier plants for 
the essential elenents, especially nitrogen. 
As the exact cause or causes of the hamful effect: 
of sorghuias are still a subject of controversy the follot/in^ ; 
investijnrations were undertaken to throw sore lic'ut on the 
subject. 
Literatui'e P.cviey 
Effects of Sorghuns on Succeedixi^  Crops 
?here are fevf data to be found in favor of the 
sor.j?hunis v/hen corapared to corn or the socll grains in their 
effects on succeeding crops. 
Collier (5), in a book published in 1S84, cites a 
portion of a report of a convention of sorghum growers 'ahich 
stated that Gor^ htuu was not an exiiaustive crop and that some 
farmers believed tliat it acted upon the soil liire clover. 
The report also stated that sorac farmers did not know what 
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crops to plant after sorghuras, as oats, wieat or btiriey -.verc 
so productive and so rank tlint the-j v;o\ild lod£je. 
If the report exprepced the £:eneral opinion of 
famers prior to 1S36, then the concensus of opinion since 
that date has chan~ed /greatly, as the 'najoi-ity of the pub­
lished reports on the effects of sorrrituss on acils aid crops 
have been -onfavorable to the sorghuirs, 
Bennett (1), in a report fror. the Arkansas itaticn, 
rave the follov?inr: data sh.o\7ij:s tJrie effects on corn vmen 
following peanuts, cotton ard sor;Thura: 
Yield of corn on peanut land 3.;,0 bu, per acre 
TJ TT ?t IT <ior^^'"UTT3 " £ I' tr 
 ^ cotton " isle 
In another experiEient he secuxed the folloviing 
data: ! 
1 
Yield of corn on pea stubble after oats 27.4 bu. per acre 
« ft n ff land "  ^  ^
•' " " sorghu.-p. '' 22,6 " 
" " " srcet potf;.tc land 20.7 -
*?en .^nd "hoe3T.i"th [ZO] found, in a four year 
Ht'ii?.:'' of c~rn *.n vnrio';:.?: rot^ '^ .t:'or!i= in Xansai:, that tlie lov;-
e!?t "•''ieldr' Trerc after "'•x.fir and sor^ 'ivan. The three 
yf'.r r;.vcrr.£-c r^ioldo of -^ orn v.'ere 4 0.3 bushels after 2ori;h\iEi, 
4^  bushels nftcr 4^,6 'onshels aftc^ r corn. 
Tlctchrrr 'S,9;, ?t ^ "urr t, India, dt,r:.cn-
str^ tcd th'!* F r r u r  1  r A i  o x i r - .  -"iot mature ^ hen ucv.n at a 
dintr^ rcc of tvjc f-^ ct froT a rov^  of 2 or.ThUTt: vuL^ .re. The 
! 
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sesamuffi plants died after reaehixig: a height of a fe« inches, 
ircfavorable nciature aonditicris -were tiicu^ iit to be partially 
resporisible for the injury, 
Snyder and Osoor^ a ic coamentiag on the re­
sults of field irivestigations in western ]xeT>rasjca extertding 
over a period of ei^ i^t years, stated that tne yields of 
crops follor/ln^  sor.zhT33iS sere not sucii different from the 
yields of t!«: sane crops followicg com or spring j-rain« 
rurin^  most yesrs s pring «Aeat yielded raore Twiien folio-;;/izig 
com and sprin^  ^irrain than when folloisia^  sori^ ius, but in 
socie seasojas tiie reverse <ri£s true, Vhe eij^ iit year avorD.,:re 
shows that spring srii«it yielded 0*6 and 1,C "busjaels niore 
per acre when followin?- com and spring i^ rais, respectively* 
thee «hec follovring sorgiiuja* In the ca::^  of oats the average 
yield froa the soi-ghuja land vjss 1,5 bushels less tlir^ n frons 
th.e ssall grain land ar^ d 2,5 bw3>ieis less tiiari. frota tne corn 
land* 
Tinall and "etty iZ^ ] claia tnat in AlaTjaoa, 
Arkansas, Kansas and lieoraska tiie average yields of com, 
oats, wheat ard other crops vfere 24.5 busuels after corn and 
20*7 bushels after sorghua, a difference of 15 percent. 
Cole and Kallsted (4), in four two-year rotatio3ss 
at liays, Kansas, co<npared corn and kafir as suitable croiis 
to precede winter wheat. In oao rotation foe corn tsas 
ordinarily spaced, "«hile in the other the rous of com vere 
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twice as f&r a^ rt. Ixi ti;e two rotations contaiEing }:£fir 
the sp&cin^  variations ifere the sane as those ior eon^ -. 
h^e vi^ l^as for both sps.cin£;:s showed a 4ecid.ed itdvanta^ -e of 
corn over kiiTSr as a crop to precede saeat. in trie case of 
the noi^ l spacinc^  the average yield of v^ heat for the five-
year period froR lsl6 to ISHO •aas 13,7 btushels :;fter com 
ai2d 11,2 ouaRCls after }cafir« The yield of wheat folicr^ ic^  
the double spaced con: was li7,5 Uishels compared to ii>,6 
Iroshels for the dcxihle spaced >:afir. The yields sh.o»» a de­
cided sdvantage of com over k£:fir as c. crop to precede 
wheat ic the rotation, Lir^ itis^ j the stazid of corn ktsd little 
or no effect in increasing the yield of wheat, but lisi vii:g 
the stared of icafir had a decided effect* 
In the above e^ peri2ier;t orilT&ry spaced corn 
avemged 2,1 btishels of r.rQ,in and <2ii21 po-unds of atover, 
h^ile ordinary spaced isfir avcrrifjcd 10,7 bushels of ^ raia 
and 4748 poiisds cf stover, fhe double spaced corn averaged 
3,3 bushels of grain and 2Z3o pounds of stover against an 
avers^ e of 15,1 bushels of grain and S627 pounds of stover 
for the kafir. 
In soae seven-year e3cperi»cnts reported by the 
sane authora Icsfir followin^  ^•sshest averaged 22,6 and ij0,4 
btxshels per acre oonjsred to 14,7 "bushels per acrc follo®-
iiVT kafir, 'The secoi:d crop of fefir a-aE depressed to about 
two-thirds of the yield folio??ir»g wheat, ?here efas an 
- 6 -
indication th:it the ioublir:.::: of the iafir crop iiad a depress-
ir.cT effect th-^  t 7.'?s not entirely eliminated by a year of 
fallow. 
Cole -imd ;:all3tei foand, also, ir two four-year 
rotations, th'it the four ye?.r arerare yield of \)%rley v;as 
23,3 buciic-ls per acre followii:^  com and 22,5 bushels follow­
ing kafir, Tnerc i?a£ little or no depression, hG-k?ever, in 
the yield of spring- aov7n cp-rley followiScT }cs.fir. 
In still other erperiments covering a period of 
fourteen years, 1907 to 1920, incl-asive, the sane inveotig:a-
tors report tiaat the yields of wheat and tarley averaged 
sll{;:htly hi.-rher in the Icafir, barley, rye ?.nd v?heat rotation 
than in the corn, op.rley, rye and V7rics.t rotation, Oats wss 
considered a ^^ ood crop to follow sorghuns in a rotation. 
In an experiment Et I^ arihattar., Kansp-s, extending 
over a period of rix years Sevrell (Ic) conpared the effects 
of }cafir and corn on winter v.'heat, and foiind that wheat 
follovv'inr: Icafir yielded three bxiaLels less per acre thou when 
follo^ .vinr- com. '?>.<: I'afir crop averaged <^ 000 povinds more of 
field curcd dry natter than corn, C-reenhcuse comparisons 
with wheat £Tro7/n in corn a:^ d kafir soils ijave a considerable 
difference in .7roT;th in favor of the corn soil. 
Tovrle (21) reported results sec^ Jired at Sheridan, 
""yoning:, and stated thnt the averafre yield of -wheat, for tne 
si3c—year period, from 1913 to 192S, was 3,2 "bushels less 
•v.ies 'wlisat followed sorgo than vihen v;hent follov,-ed corn, 
1.1 "bushels leas than that follo^ iiriv'T other snail graiiis in 
the rotation, Z^ or a three jer.r period oats folio-sin^  sorgo 
avsra,50d 35,0 husnels per acre conpared to 34,1 bushels 
following com. The yieli follo-viii/r sorgo '.vas the hi.-^ hest 
in two of the three years. 
Brandon {3), in a trculr.tion of the rss-alts oecar-
ed with oats follo-ving disced corn, sorgo, ailo and iafir at 
/.iron, Colorado, shovyed that the yields of oats follouing 
the sorghxms Tjere distinctly lov/er than ^ /hen follo;7ing corn. 
The fifteen year averages, 1909 to 192S, inclnsivs, nere 
24.2, 16.4, 20,7 and 19,0 "bushels, respectively, 
Conrad gave data obtained from the In^ e^rial 
Talley Sjcperiiaent Station of the University of California, 
where milo was included in a crop rotation and called atten­
tion to the fact timt the 2'"ields of v/heat and "barley follow­
ing lailo were "but one-fifth to one-third as large as they 
v;ere following nearly any other crop, C-ainey (10) "nas 
criticized this data on the basis that no direct conparison 
Y/as nffi.de between the residual effects of a sorghun and 
another crop. 
In field tests vihere the plats ^ vere replicated 
five times Conrad (7) found that the yields of barley vyere 
progressively decreased following Eiillet, corn, broom corn 
and Honey sorghum as compared with the yields after fallow-
ing. The average total yield following Honey sorgimm was 
3SO pounds per acre leas tJian tiiat after com. Broom com 
depressed the average total yield 260 pounds below that of 
barley following com. 
fo^ cig Kseretions of Sorghasa 
Tletcxier (0) concluded froa field experinentc. with 
cotton, sor^ hua, ca,^ ajaTxs and sesame^  and from tne aaiae crops 
along v/ith whec-t and ^ raa grown in crater cultures, that the 
depression in yield of a crop is due to secretions of a toxic 
substance from the roots of the crcp and froo the roots of other 
plants. He believed that the toxic subctance was the saae 
for all plants and ciainjed to have obtained froa the culture 
solutions a substanoe having the properties of alkaloios. 
In the 1917-1913 directors report (1;^ ) for the 
Kansas A^ ricultuaral Zxperiraent Station the follovzing state­
ments are made; ''By four different sets of water cultures 
uith '.meat seedling using soil solutions obtained by leach­
ing, filterlns and centrifuging, it has been definitely 
detenained that 3ra.fir and milo do not have a toxic effect 
upon the soil, "^ s applies even during seasons when kafir 
hPs effected the wheat growth injuriously, as shown by com­
parison with corn»" 
Sewell (16) conducted water culture stxidies after 
the method of Schreiner and Skinner and found no evidence of 
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toxicity in kafir soil solutions. He reported, however, that 
root deTelopment of wheat seedlings was inhibited when grown 
in kafir soil leaching secured by an iiaproved method. In 
another experiment he foxind that the growth of wheat in pots 
•was inhibited to a greater extent when watered with una era ted 
leachings from pots growing kafirs than by siailar leachings 
obtained fron pots growing- corn. 
Breazeale (S) chopped up washed and dried corn, 
kafir and cowpea stubble and then placed about a naif gallon 
Treasure ftJ.1 of each in separate culture pans. -Two liters 
of tap -Kater were added to each pan. Wheat was grown on per­
forated alurainura discs, which were pressed upon the stubble. 
In most cases the plants on the kafir stubble died in about 
ten days, while the plants on the corn atubble shov/cd a 
little injury for a few days when the stubble began to fer­
ment* The plants on cowpea stubble grew nonaally. Tihen the 
stubbles vrere allowed to ferment for a period of thirty oays 
prior to planting "tiie wheat no injury was to be detected in 
any of the pans. From these and similar observations 
Breazeale came to the conclusion that a toxic body vas de­
veloped during the decomposition of the sorghum stubble and 
that this toxic body was, shortly, either volatilized or was 
itself decomposed into non-toxic compounds. 
The Decoaposltion of Scrghtua Residues 
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Sev/ell (16), iE a comparison of treated and un­
treated corn soil, obtained a depression in the yield of 
wheat when he added dried, chopped 3cafir roots to Vae soil. 
Ke concluded, however, that the difference was not signifi­
cant. 
Breazeale (2) noted that wheat seedlings were able 
to secure nitrogenous jaaterials for groY;th from decociposing 
com stubble much sooner, and to a large extent, than from 
decoiaposing jcafir stubble. 
Conrad (6) ran incubation tests with varying 
amounts of nilo roots mixed v;ith soil. He found a reduction 
in nitrates and concluded that sorghum roots brought about a 
cessation of nitrification. 
In another experiment by Conrad where different 
weights of sorghum roots, com roots, and sucrose were added 
to the soil the yield of barley was found to be depressed 
with an increase in the amounts of sorghum roots and sucrose 
added. The quantities of nitrates in the uncropped soils 
•were found to be progressively depressed by increased addi­
tions of sorghum roots and sucrose. A naturally inoculated 
legume, fenugreelc, was found to maice nonaal growth. 
Viilson and Wilson (23) compared the ability of 
corn and sorghum roots to cause nitrate nitrogen to disappear 
from the soil. The effects sere compared when the roots were 
used in eoual quantities by weight and by soluble organic 
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tnatter content. Th.e scr/jiron roots caused a niore rapid dis­
appearance of supplied nitrates than the com roots. The 
nurn'oers of an organism desigriated as "guttation" were found 
to increase more rapidly in the soil containing sorghum roots 
than in the one containing com roots, She evolution of 
carhon dioxide from the soil in culture flasks v?as found to 
"be nore rapid when sor^ rhum roots were laixed v;ith the soil. 
C-fiiney (10) measured the amo'ont of carbon aioxide 
produced from soil nixed with corn and jcafir resiaues which 
had ceen collected at different tixnes. Ke conclxided, from 
the relative rates of decomposition of the corn and }cafir 
residues, that kafir contains limited quantities of carbon­
aceous materials v^ hich are some-sfhat sore easily oxidized than 
those found in corn. The detrimental effect upon nitrate 
nitrogen accunulation vuas aore or less proportional to the 
rate of airhon dioxide evolution d'oring the early periods of 
incubation. In only one of nine cociparisons did the kafir 
residues exert a raore harmful effect upon nitrate nitrogen 
accumulation than the com residues. 
Fertilization of Crops Follorjing Sorghums 
The following statement is to be found in the 
1917-1913 directoife report of the Kansas Agricxiltural i:xperi-
ment Station (lii), "Oats were groven in field soil previously 
cropped to com, jcafir ajid milo, respectively, and fertilized 
- 12 
jfith. combinations of nitrogen, phosphorus and. potassiua. 
Applications of nitrogen alone on kafir soil produced a 
growth of oats exceeding the untreated corn soil or com 
soil v/ith nitrogen.'' The smaller q^ uantities of soil laoisture 
and nitrates in the icafir soils compared to corn soils at 
the time of planting fall wheat T/ere accounted for by the 
fact that the kafir produced about twice as much dry matter 
as the corn. 
Se^ fell (15) used soil fron corn and Icafir plots in 
a greenhouse experiment with oats. The pots of both soils 
were fertilized as follows: (1) conplete fertilizer, (2) 
phosphorus, (S) nitrogen, (4) potash, (5) lime, {5) no treat­
ment. The growth of oats in the Icafir soil exceeded that in 
the corn soil with all the fertilizer and lime treatments, 
Conrad (6), in an experiment at the Imperial Yalley 
Experiment Station in California, applied ammonium sulfate to 
wheat and barley following a crop of milo. The fertilizer 
was applied when the crops were heading out and u^st prior to 
irrigation. The plants in the treated plats changed to a 
dark green color within three days and an abundance of till­
ers started from the base. Maturity v<as prolonged several 
days, .Vith one exception the fertilizer increased both total 
yield and grain over that secured on unfertilized plats. 
In another test at 2avis, California, with vary­
ing amounts of nitrate of soda applied to barley following 
- IS -
a crop of railo th.e res\ilt3 sec-area were sinilar to tiiose ols-
triined wilii annoni'ua sxilfate in the; above ezperiment. 
J-.n exTjerineat by the same investigator (7) at 
Davis, y.'it}i applications of nitrate of soda at the rates of 
100, 200 and 400 poimds per acre increased the yields of 
barley following wMte durra. Hhe aveirage yields of the 
threshed grain were 310, li£5 and 1455 poimds per acre, re­
spectively, above the average of the 'unfertilized check 
plats. 
The 200 and 400 pound applications of an^ oniun 
sulfate gave significant increases in the yields of ?/heat 
and barley follov;ir:g Kegari in an eaipericent at the Imperial 
Valley Station. In all cases the yields were more tnan 
dotibled by the 400 pound a^ jplications, while sone 200 pound 
applications gave results sisiilar to those obtained by the 
400 pound applications, 
The re\-iew of literature reveals that sorghums 
generally have a depressing effect on the following crop; 
that the haraful effects disappear v/ithin a comparatively 
short tiae; and that the deleterious effects may be overcome* 
in many cases, by the judicious use of fertilizers, There 
is little evidence of the production of toxic materials by 
either the sorghum plants or their residues. The liuestion 
is debatable as to whether the sorghum residues, or both the 
crop and residues, are responsible for the depressing effects 
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on succeed!^  crops. Sorghura residues are apparently more 
hamfiil thcin com residu.es, The following inveiligations 
were planned to obtain more irifomation on the^ e various 
S'ab ^ eets • 
Sxperlnental 
?lie experiiaental worlc reported in the follcvsing 
pages was planned vjitii two objectives; naaely, (1) to stady 
the effects of sorfThxLnis on the soil and succeeding crops, 
and (S) to conpare the effects of sorghum and other types 
of residues on crop yields, 
iiS nuraerovis field experinents have been conducted 
with sorghums, and as a field test of short diiration would 
add little to our knowledge of the subject, this wori was 
limited to greenhouse and laboratory tests. Corn, v»heat and 
barley were used for coxaparison with kafir and milo. The 
various crops were ^ ~rown in four-gallon earthenware pots, the 
soil used being virgin Clarion loara which is of origin 
and calcareous in nature, at least in the subsoil. 
Five aeries of pots were run, the nunber of pots 
used in each series varying froa ten to fifty-six, "he soil 
was sieved and thoroughly mized by "cutting over" froa two to 
four times. Samples for aoisture and other deterninations 
were taken while the soil was being placed in the pots and 
weighed* Each pot of a series received a definite amount of 
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noist soil (ir. niost cases w'S pouxis} and, coiisegLU.eri'&ly, tlie 
pots of a scries cciitained like- aniouxits of soil on an air-
dry basis, Ci.lthoa.~ri the ano-cirits oT soil used in tiie difrerent 
scries varied aomev/iiat. 
t the oegirning of the experimerit the aoist'ore 
cor.terit of the soils V7as adjusted b^ ' adding water while vieigh' 
irg the pots. .>.5 so :i;any pots \?ere involved this method was 
discarded aiid, thereafter, approxinately optiriim moisture 
conditions -./ere rri-intairacd by adding -.vater as the need was 
deterrHined or daily observa tions. 
In cost cases the ssall cZ^ ains were harvested when 
nature. On the other har.d, the corn and sorghuss v.-ere har­
vested so~etis:e between full blooa and niaturitj, the time 
depending largely on the activities of red spiders and other 
pests. In all cases the plants v/ere cut off at the surface 
of the soil. 7hen another crop •R-as to be grov/n the soil «ras 
removed from the pots and screened to remove as many roots 
as possible, '^ h^e tops >?ere dried and vreished and if the 
roots v;ere to be used they were thoroughly ?;ashed and dried. 
Samples of soil for cheaical determinations were 
secured fron each pot at the tirse of harvest. .Vhen the 
roots were removed the soil was thorou.5hljr ti-ixed and a sample 
taken. In sone cases the soils were spread to dry after the 
renoval of the roots and before being reseeded. If the roots 
were not removed frors the soil, samples were obtained by 
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means of a brass tu"be. The tube gave a core of soil 32 
miliisieters in diameter and the entire length of the soil 
colijuan. Seven samples were secxired froa each pot, dried 
mixed and a suhsample taken for chemical determinations. 
The hydrogen-ion concentration of the soil solu­
tions was determined by the quinbydrone electrode. 
The phenoldisulphonic acid jnethod, as modified by 
Harper {11} was used for the detenaination of nitrates. 
Series I 
Plants Grovfn Under Favorable I'oisture Conditions 
"hirty-tv?o pots were used in this series. The 
pots in group A received 29,0 pounds of air dried soil and 
those in group 3 23.56 pounds. The soil was mixed tv/ice be­
fore being placed in the pots, i^ s the pots were not planted 
iinnediately the contents of each pot viere thoroughly mixed 
by hand and sampled before seeding. The pots were cropped 
as indicated in Table I. In tne case of wheat and barley 21 
selected seeds v;erc used in planting each pot and when danger 
from the "daiaping off" fungus v?as over the number of seed­
lings ^ -as reduced to 14. Four seeds of kafir or nilo were 
used in planting each pot. The wheat and barley geminated 
protaptly, but in nany cases the kafir and lailo seeds failed 
to geminate, althOTigii germination tests indicated that the 
pot Designations and Cropping 
System Used in Series 1. 
Cropping Systen 
Pot So. : First Crop : Second Crop : Third Crop 
A 1 - 3 1 V/heat ;viieat 
A 2 - B 2 Tt Barley v/heat 
A 3 - B 3 TT Xafir TT 
A 4 - "3 4 TT L'ilo TT 
A - 3 5 Barley •57heat 
A 6 - 5 6 TT Barley Viiieat 
7 - 3 7 T: Kafir TT 
A S - B 3 T! Kilo n 
A 9 - 3 9 Kafir Wheat 
A 10 - 3 10 n Barley Vfneat 
A 11 - 3 11 TT Kafir n 
A 12 - 3 12 n Kilo TT 
A 13 - 3 13 o 
H
 
•
H 
Vfheat 
A 14 - 3 14 n Barley rt-heat 
A 15 - 3 15 n Kafir TT 
A 16 - 3 16 TT !?ilo TT 
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ma.lority of seeds were viable, i'ilo and seeds 'Yei-e 
then .-;er.nliiated in the laboiratorj r.nl 3 or 4 were placed in 
each pot, "'.'hen the plants v/ere p.'oout three inches hi^ h the 
stand -ivas reduced to two plants per pot, 
3o-ne of the *¥;ieat and "barley secdlinfjs were att-nek­
ed bj the ''dnnpinf- off" fun^ rpos. An attenpt v:&s r;ade to con­
trol this disense by -.Titl-Lholiing writer and oemitting the 
S"ar?acc of the 3cil to become vnit.e dry. ;>or.e or the pots 
roceived vnryir-f' p-moiints of r.oiature through an accidental 
\7£:tering. 'I'he effect: cf this -dndesired v^ atering soon 
becaniE evident as the plants i^ rew nuch incrc Yii"orously than 
in the pots v/here the rioisture content had been '^ Jider control, 
Circiar.stanees pre\'ented the sticking of all of the growing 
wheat and barley plants at one tisie, and those wnich Trere 
stalced about tv,o ;vee}cs later did not do ss v;eli as tho:::e 
which were supported earlier, •These tv.'o factors were large­
ly responsible for the differences in yields of the first 
crops of wheat and barley* 
The pots were first piantea on December 23, li^ hS, 
The wheat was harvested April 16, and, the b;irley ten days 
later. 3oth crops were cut before they became dead ripe to 
prevent depredations by sparrows. The kafir and silo were 
harvested Hay 10 and 11, Tne majority of tne plants had 
bloomed, but none had »natured, 3otn crops showed laarkeo. 
effects of photoperiodisni and low teaperatures. Continued 
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su.l3-2ero temperatures dxiring January and February' resulted 
in heavy frosting of the glass and tera^ e^ratures as low as 
55^ "- as late as nine o'clock in the raornins, .Vhen the crops 
were harvested the roots were sieved from the soil and used 
in another experitaent. The sorghum plants had developed ex­
tensive root systeas in spite of their ssiall sise. 
The yields of the first and subsequent crops of 
this series are given in Table 4. The nitrate nitrogen con­
tent of the soils sampled at various tines is recorded in 
?able 2, The hydrogen-ion concentrations of the soil solu­
tions «7ere determined at the tiiae of planting the first and 
second crops. The pH values are recorded in Table S, 
The cropping plan for the second crop is shown in. 
Table 1. -wheat followed wheat and every other crop in the 
series. The same vjas true for barley, iafir acd niilo. The 
pots were planted ?£ay 18, the method of planting being the 
sane as for the first crop. Some "damping off" occurred in 
the tjheat and barley pots. A few barley plants gave indica­
tions of a diseased condition of undetenained cause, and some 
plants died after thinning "^ ith the result that the numbers 
of plants in the pots were not the same at harvest. In such 
cases the figures in the tables represent the yields correct­
ed by multiplying the yield by 14 (what the stand should have 
been) and dividing by 15 {the actual stand). This gives an 
error of several percent, but the error is snail. 
- ZO ' 
7 A B L S 2 
Kitrate Ifitrogen Content of Soils 
Sampled at Yarious Times. 
Pot 
o^. 
A 
B 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
6 
5 
7 
7 
3 3 
A 10 
3 10 
A 11 
B -11 
A 12 
B 12 
A 14 
B 14 
A 15 
B 15 
A 16 
B 16 
Before 
Planting 
First Crops 
16.61 
16.97 
16.66 
16.66 
15.33 
14.29 
14.49 
16. 66 
16.61 
16.97 
15.62 
15.62 
15.38 
15.38 
15.33 
15.63 
16.66 
16.66 
16.52 
16.13 
16.30 
16.13 
14.28 
14.71 
lUtrates^  p.g.i' 
Before 
Planting 
Second Crops 
9.70 
7.93 
10.00 
7.30 
7.57 
10.87 
9.60 
8.64 
3.93 
7.33 
3.62 
8.75 
3.45 
5.19 
3.70 
3.33 
4.92 
3.94 
4.98 
5.60 
17.85 
5.38 
11.36 
5.83 
Before 
Planting 
Third Crop 
11.22 
21.55 
3.45 
3.71 
1.13 
1.72 
19.23 
15.33 
4.65 
3.02 
3.58 
1.88 
7.81 
17.36 
O . ol 
6.28 
1.47 
1.79 
19.23 
14.51 
7.02 
3.43 
1.49 
1.78 
After 
Third 
Harvest 
17.60 
24.27 
9.26 
9.80 
10.37 
5.24 
26.31 
13.55 
6.43 
15.49 
8.98 
2.47 
10.64 
10.64 
5.85 
2.08 
5.08 
4.25 
13.88 
4.01 
3.09 
4.17 
1.96 
1.75 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
6 
6 
7 
7 
3 
8 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
12 
14 
14 
15 
15 
16 
16 
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T A B L 3 3 
Hydrogen Ion Concentration of th.e Soil 
Solutions at the Time of Planting the 
First and Second Crops, 
: pH at Tine of Plant-
: ing First Crops 
7.50 
7.47 
7.26 
7.43 
7.36 
7.70 
7.36 
7.47 
6.04 
7.71 
7.46 
7.62 
7.51 
7.46 
7.46 
7.33 
7.51 
7.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.43 
7.51 
7.70 
7.73 
: pH at Time of plant-
: ing Second Crops 
7.33 
7.57 
7.92 
8.07 
7.80 
8.05 
7.73 
7.37 
7.76 
8.14 
7.86 
7.97 
7.78 
7.88 
7.78 
8.05 
7.92 
8.05 
7.71 
7.97 
7.71 
8.05 
7.78 
7.83 
T A B L E  4  
Yields of "Sie Various Crops ani the IS 
ftnfl. Hean Lengths of Steiss of C^tain i 
First cfoF 
Yield 
Second Crop 
Mean : Yield xn" 
;roD : Lengths : gPS« 
: in cms. : "otai 
Pot 
Ho. 
Jrop in gms* 
Total :^ Sain 
"ro'D 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
A 10 
B 10 
A n 
B 11 
A 12 
B 12 
A 14 
B 14 
A 15 
B 15 
A 16 
B 16 
reheat 
n 
n 
« 
Barley 
n 
n 
n 
rt 
Eafir 
n 
II 
r. 
n 
n 
Hilo 
n 
n 
n 
V 
n 
36.47 
42.94 
39.87 
57.65 
42.15 
41.93 
44.12 
46.50 
-a. 95 
43.93 
47.42 
48.54 
35.60 
38.75 
34.92 
31.61 
33.08 
36.96 
19^75 
23«48 
20.20 
23.40 
20^ 33 
22.35 
Barley 
n 
i:a£ir 
n 
liilo 
n 
Barley 
n 
Kafir 
Tf 
liilo 
V 
— Barley 
n 
— Eafir 
n 
:!ilo 
, rt 
— Barley 
TT 
— rcafir 
• .  B 
Kilo 
38.0 
35.5 
162.2 
150.2 
136.0 
151.5 
34.1 
30.6 
148.2 
151.7 
141.0 
117.2 
44.0 
39.1 
141.5 
145.5 
149.2 
125.2 
36.5 
43.7 
136.5 
139.5 
134.5 
78.7 
11.2 
8.4 
o6.0 
71.2 
71.9 
74.0 
11.0 
10.3 
56.3 
52.7 
55.3 
57.1 
14.9 
11.2 
52.6 
47.5 
59.4 
60.7 
10.9 
13.9 
50.4 
50.7 
53.2 
55.2 
Vheat 
n 
ft 
n 
n 
T1 
ri 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
Tt 
n 
n 
r 
tf 
n 
IT 
i» 
n 
n 
n 

1 
i 
" cc — 
f A B 1 S 4 
fields of -aie Taario-as Crops and the Ilainbers 
IncL Hean Lengths of Stems of Certain Crops« 
! 
i 
1 
Second Crop • TiiircL Crop 
: Mean : Yield in : : lustDer : Mean Yield 
Crop : lengths : Sins. ; Crop : of : Length in gc ss. 
: in cms. f Total ; : St^ns ; in ens. XOTXL± : Grain 
arley 38.0 11.2 ilieat 49 39.4 19.9 4.38 
n 55.5 8.4 n 40 42.7 17.4 3.54 
afir 162.2 o6.0 n 36 41.5 13.0 2.55 
n 150.2 71.2 n 32 47.2 17.0 3.62 
ilo 136.0 71.9 n 35 42.7 14.5 3.48 
n 151.5 74.0 :i 36.5 16.2 3.12 
arley 34.1 11.0 fi 47 42.2 20.7 5.02 
n 30.6 10.3 n 44 43.7 19.1 4.28 
afir 148.2 56.3 n 45 44.0 18.0 4.26 
TT 1SL..7 52.7 n 32 42.7 12.2 2.46 
ilo 141.0 56.3 n 33 46.0 16.1 3.82 
V 117.2 57.1 n 56 33.3 16.7 2.95 
arley 44.0 14.9 n 57 43.1 26.7 6.52 
n 
1 39.1 11.2 n 53 43.5 23.6 6.08 
afir 141.5 52.6 n 38 48.7 20.2 4.70 
n 145*5 47.5 n 45 47.5 21.5 5.14 
ilo 149.2 59.4 r. 40 49.3 19.8 5.82 
n 125.2 60.7 n 38 47.2 15.9 4.06 
arley 36.5 10.9 n 59 41.4 29.9 8.06 
IT 43.7 13.9 n 59 43.9 26.6 6.97 
afir 136.5 50.4 V 47 45.2 22.7 6.52 
tr 139.5 50.7 n 32 48.3 16.9 4.00 
ilo 134.5 53.2 a 54 39.6 18.7 5.13 
n 78.7 55.2 n 43 44.5 Lost 4.74 
I 
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The wheat ? ri bnrley ooirs were placed in the cool-
eist part of the greenhouse ari the ,~iass above the poto ivaa 
sprr.yei v/ith v. S'wis^ jGnsion oT sl^ k^el lime to reduce trie in­
tensity of lirht. The te3i;'er?-tu.re factor was such, however, 
as to cause the plants to frrov? r?ipidly and rnature early, 
-he sorshus plants xrere placed so that they vvould receive as 
much sunlight as pocsiole. The plants ^ rew nicely, hut 
suffered considerably frc?. attacks of aphids and red spiders. 
Rats c-eatroyed the second ^ rheat crop vihen the 
grain was "beginning: to ripen. This part of the experiment 
v;as repeated, and the res'ilts are ^ ven in Tahle 6. h^ere 
Tsas a considerable difference in the stare of maturity of 
the "barley plants v;hen riarvested as some were dead ripe 
while others were still ijuite green. Due to the hi^ h tenpera-
ture prevailing at the tine of "blooning, very little grain 
was produced and only the total Y/ei^ ht is recorded. After the 
plants were cut the roots v/ere sieved from the soil and the 
soil was spread to dry. The kafir plants were harvested 
Au(i^ ust 20, and the nilo plants Gepterj"ber 11. The roots were 
sieved from the soil in both cases. 
On September 19, wheat vsas planted in all of the 
pots, except those -yt'hich grew wheat as a second crop. Tlhen 
the seedlings had attained a height of about 3 inches the 
weajc plants were removed and the stand reducsd to eighteen 
plajats. In an effort to control aphids by aeans of a spray 
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solution soir.e of the leaves o? xas secdlir.^ s v.-ere injured, 
l)ut tlit results later 3i.ov;cc. t/iat the dare:.^  ^ A^'as sli£:ht. 
Little difference was to rc rioted amcr.r the pots dui-in£: the 
early sta^ 'es of growth, es.ce;?t tnat the pl.':nts in the pots 
which had previously-' p-rcv.'ri biirle^  tccrne Tellor;ish r;reen and 
then gradually t"jj;*aaed darZ-. jreei: Erain, "Iconinf; occurred 
about the rr.iddlfc of I-ecenber. .'.t that ti'ne there v."is a very 
cloudv period of vvet^ ther of i-bout tv.c v.'eei'.s dirrr<tion, f-nd as 
a result blcoi!iin.:T plants of nearly all hinds ;vere affected 
adversely, 2'any of the r.-hcat neadi: failed to pusii out of 
the "boot a:.d t' consideraole riu-tber cf those that did ercerf-e 
set fey/ if any fruits. The -.veather conditions seersed to 
force the plants bach into the ve^ Tetative state ^ ith the re­
sulting production of nevr tillers, Kipcninf: v/as a very un­
even process, I'.any of the stems v-'cre dead by the latter part 
of January, The bulk of the crop har'/cctcd rebruary 24, 
The {jreen stems T;ere left to nature and were iiarvcsted harch. 
27, althou^ rh some were still -i'uite {-resn at that tine. The 
above mentioned phenonena v;as characteristic of all wheat 
grown in the greenhouse, 
y>xamiriation of the yields obtained for the first 
crops shows some differences '^ hich have been partially 
accounted for ixi the case of jsheat and barley. The yields of 
the sorghxiEis were sinaiier than tiiose of wheat or barley, 
v;ith one exception the nitrate nitrogen content of the soil 
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7;as rsluced. As a rule the arnourt o? "nitrstes i-inder the 
sorghums ^ 3.2 n-ueh lo.Yer trian atiaer the wheat or "brirley, ai-
tho'juTh, in some cases the total i'ields of the sorghiir.s 7;ere 
Tr.u.ch smaller than those of wheat or barley. The pH values 
showed a rather "aniform upward trend in all cases, regari-
less of the crop ,~roT/n. The first pri Yal'iie for the soil in 
cot A7 is ooviousl^ r &n error. 
"he second, crop of barleir aYera£:ed slig^ htl^ ' "better 
following sorehnras than follov;in£r v/heat or "barley, and there 
v;a£ no relationship "betv/een the yields and the nitrate nitro-
<ren ecnteiit of the soil st the tine of planting, "he differ­
ences in yields -.vere not consistent and are not significant, 
except in that there tjas no depression in yield following a 
iGv/ yield of sorgh-uri. 
The second crop of kafir v/as aiich oetter following 
wheat than following: "barley or the sorghuins, there "being 
little difference v,*hen follov/ir-g >afir or nilo. There was 
little relationship bet'.7een total yields and nitrate nitrogen 
content of the soil at the tise of planting, I'^ 'ilo gave the 
"best yields following wheat and the poorest following nilo, 
the yields following ^ fir "being soaewhat "better than when 
following Liarley. The yields rf this crop show little re-
lationsriip to the nitrate nitrogen content of the soil at 
the tine of planting* 
'.Vith a fesf exceptions the yields of the third crop 
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of wheat were "better rollowir^ - tax-ley tiiZJi v.iicr. 
ikaTir v^ r niiio. ..'Lei: gi-o^ iced acc0i'c.ii:£: to prcviouis cro_ppirig 
history tlie total iields were cetter, ii: c.11 oases, follCH-
burle;.' than wuer. follov;ini^  scrshurs, c-lc. the sane iieid 
true, v;ith. but one eiccepticri, for ti^ e grair. ;,'iel!i5. There 
had been niarked dirierences. in tae nitrate nitrojjen ccutc-nt 
of the potK Lc-rley and the sor£;h'U;:is, bu.t the 
of wheat £hO'.-jed oi:ly a sli.^ :ht reiiitionsiiip to the riitrate 
nitro:::en coritent of the soil £t the time of plar.tir.£. 'ihe 
aver!=re totftl i'ielis of wheat were 21,So, IG.IC arid 15.o4 
gre:ss follov;i:i5 hrirley, koi'ir and nilo, respectively. The 
respective yields of grain .vere 5.31, 4,16 i^.,i3 5i>ains, 
The st'i-iad .vas liiaited to 15 plants to each pot. 
The avere.5e nu-rroers of stens produced were oO,", Gd.4 and 
41,1 following barley, kafir and Eilo, reapectively. Zhe 
niean lengths of i;teris ;vere 4ii,64 centimeters following 
"barlej?, 45.6 centimeters following kafir and 4b.2 centi-
ceters following niilo. The steras nei-e laeasared from tae 
ground to the «id of tiie head, or if the steni failed to head, 
to the function O JL G blade with the sheath, of the last leaf, 
lenature stecis were measured to the Oast joint. The poor 
showing in the mean ien^ t^hs of stexs of wheat following bar­
ley Y/as due to the fact that laany of the btcras failed to head 
and to the lai^ e number of green tillers. ;ihe£t following 
the sorghiuas aatiii'ed earlier than when followins barley. 
- ij7 _ 
produced fewer tiiXers and th-c  ^ienis wers cf mere uiiiroi-w 
length.. 
f. cries 1-'. 
First Crop Thrown Under Unfa.vGra'ble :.oisture Ccr:dltio:::s 
-his experiment tmc a repetition of ths-t portion of 
the previous experiment in z'hich nc data rrere obtained. A 
srtivplc of Clarior lo?.-: Pievcd, SO pound portior^  were 
pl?iced in eirht four-rsllon e.nrthenware pots and planted en 
'"cjter.'ber 17, to wheat, "bf-rle:"-, ai^ d nilo. The raoisture 
content of the soil vrris "brcurrht to the optimum and 3cept at 
aoout that poir:t throu~h.o-a~ the c:^ neri^ ient. Then the plants 
I::.id attained suffieient size they '.var-e thinned, f- roe being 
left in es-ch of the sor^h-sTi pots and tv/enty-one in each of the 
wheat and barley pots. 
The sor^ h-ira plants herjan to head d^ urin^  the latter 
part of novemoer^  v/hon the pots -.vere pl?.ced luider reflectors 
havinPT 500 '.'-'Rtt r'azda bulbs. The li.^hts -Tsfere t'orned on in the 
late afternoon and turned off at about eleven o*clock at 
nif^ht. The increased amo-;int of li~ht cr-uaed t:ie sor^iiiirfi plants 
to res'jae ve^ retative s^ rovrth. Iiranches for'^ ied at "the upper 
internodes and the liends \7hich vrcrc r.bcut to p^ ii^ h O'-it of the 
boot when the plants were placed under tne lig^ hts did not 
p.ppenr until a triuch later date. 
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The crco ns.'tur-cc. £-::c. V.T.S :-A-.i"/'e2t2d on 'Jn.nxjr.r7 
17, vviien tlie roota vjerc wiev..-d I'ror; tlie eoii the l q^iI '.vas 
Spread to dxv» -^ s ccrle^  plc-nts •-.nd \;2re c-it on 
Tebruari' 3, The kaflr ii-.xlc plants, ;:.iti,ou£:h rot r^ at-oi-e, 
v/ere Larvcsted at the ju_ie ticie, Che- c:-rlcj', I-if—Vir rri .-.ilo 
roots were sieved r^oir^  i,:^ c sells l;:.: i-ils vert s^ xei;.:- to 
drj'. 
All oi" l-o y-v ii: thiii c^rlcn -..trt; j,;l:ir.tc~ to v.heat 
on l-'ebruary lo, 1:iic sti-nci tn-.a ti^ iiJicd to iO pl;-ats v;hti. there 
was no longer daiig-cr Ixoa the -'dan^ iL^  xu.i..jUi:. Oi. L::^ 2'Ch 
IS f-JLl oi.' the pl&nts vjei-e iuec.auj:-ed I'rca the iV'.ce of the soil 
to the Inst interiiode, Ihej: I'^ .C, Ic.^ , 13,1 
20.3 cectiaeters in Icri^ th t.-rl-v, knTir and 
lailo, respectivfaly, !2here cvidcnce that i-ii-j of thc-
plants had oeec irijured oy jii-od^ ctioi. of toxic sub­
stance xrod uhe previous crop, ihs whis2:t plants iOllcva^ ig 
the sorghuias aiiu carley showed a dtcidcd tciidciic;** to :::aturc 
earlier thai; uhcn followii:^  wheat. Ihe j,i;.:.:^ t2 in ;3.11 c-r the 
pots were cut on U&y ii. Tjaoiafe o^liovviu^  oorgliums had nec\rly 
naatured, wjaiie tjiose i^ oliowizift wheat were ^ till (iUlze green, 
The yields of tue various crops arc t^ ivsii in ^ a-hle j, lahlt 
6 3ha«s the nitrate coiite&t of the soils siuapled v.-xion 'che 
Xirst crops were h&rvesited. 
!i!he yields followiiog tho sorghums aod c&rley vere 
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T A B L i: 5 
Yields of the Various Croos and. the I'untcrs 
ox 5)tens of the 'Jecond Crop of Vheat. 
r irst Crop econd Grot) 
?ot : Yield : ZCunljcr : Yield 
Ko. Crop : in ; Crop of : in gdS. 
: Total ; G-rain : S tens ; Total : Grain 
A 1 Wheat 20.iJ 4.4 ?he£t 41 22.6 4.88 
B 1 IS.i 3. JT 41 ii4,4 4.86 
A 5 Barley 31.1 4.7 n 39 20.1 4.06 
B 5 t; 27, 7 1.3 •' 40 l!s.9 4.00 
A S Kafir 24,4 — n 44 IS.4 3.50 
B 9 T« — 33 22.9 4.43 
A 13 Kilo 14.0 — TT 42 21.6 4.60 
B 13 *' 21.4 tl 46 20.8 3.49 
T' A B L E 6 
Eitrate Eitrogen Content of Soils 
Sampled at !TarYcst of First Crops. 
pot i-:o« : Crop : Ivitrates, p.p.a. 
A 1 "Jiieat 7.62 
3 1 " 10.37 
A 5 Barley 14.71 
B 5 " 7.06 
A 3 ratir 6.61 
B S " 6.75 
A 13 "ilo 11.63 
3 13 " 6.32 
» ^  m 
not narkedly dirfereat, but viere a little saaller thcj'i v/hen 
follo>7ins -AJheat. If the plants had been peraitted to mature 
the yields follcwiiL? wheat would have "been sojaewhnt luT^ er, 
""hsre was iDp.^ trc.-itl^ - little relatior-ship betv/ter the ;yields 
of tA€ crops c-r.i. tlie nitrate content of the soil at the tine 
of olszitin^ . 
' ai ^ 
Series 2 
lUrst Crc.: Orov/n "r:der onr&vora'ble llolstiu'c Coi:dltioiiS 
Series 2 was a duplicate of Series 1, except that 
an attempt was made to srov; the first crop -cinder unfcvo2rable 
noisture conditions. Planting, Imrvesting and all other 
operations incidental to the growing of the crops and secar-
in^  samples for analysis were performed at the same tine as 
in Series 1. ;vhat T;yas said ahout the production of crops in 
Series 1 is applicable, therefore, to this series, H3.32 
pounds of soil were used in each of the pots in group C and 
28,4 pounds in each pot of group I). 
During the early stages of growth the soils Tvere 
]cept near the optinram moisture content. The moisture supply 
was not limited in the case of the wheat crop until the 
plants showed si^ s of heading, and froia then on -water was 
supplied in small quantities only ^ irhen ac-tual wilting had 
taken place. Production of unfavorable moisture conditions 
for -the "barley crop -was begun at the sanie time as for -.vheat, 
although the crop was not so far advanced. The sorghua crops 
made such unsatisfactory growth that some of the plants began 
to head before the supply of taoisture was linited. 
The yields of the first and subsequent crops of 
this series are given in Table 9, and the nitrate nitrogen 
- 3£ -
T A 3 I K 7 
Titrate Tlitro/^ en Coatent of Soils 
;jar.T)le<i at Tarious Times, 
i;itrates, p.p.m. 
: "before Before : Before After 
T'ot : Planting :?iaiitin.;^  : Plai-tiii;?^  Third 
1^ 0. : Firot Crops SecoEi Crops : Thira Cror; Harvest 
C 2 11.76 3.77 18.12 13.74 
D 2 i7, ii4 4.55 13.79 26.33 
r 
s/ w 14. S2 13.37 •> 3 7.76 
T* 
J Cr 14.4a 3.13 7.47 9.61 
V 4 12. £3 il.4S 1,92 10.37 
TN 
i J  4 11.49 14.91 2.03 5 . 32 
n 
w 5 11.11 6. 66 12.50 12.31 
5 14.28 12.95 14.97 19.23 
c 7 IS. 90 6. 63 3.45 3.93 
s 7 15.62 9.30 1.56 7.74 
c 3 15.15 7.45 X • WW 5.95 
D 3 11.43 6.25 1.77 5.76 
c 10 13. SS 15.90 17.36 9.61 
D 10 15.33 16. Go 14.62 
•n 11 16.03 10.22 3.55 2.44 
D 11 13.32 9.08 4.94 4.64 
C 12 14.74 16.39 4.25 2.36 
D 12 15.23 14.93 4.15 0.95 
14 13.33 12.73 11.90 3.03 
D 14 13.90 13.25 19.23 10.77 
V/ 15 15.33 15.62 6.43 1.73 
D 15 15.15 21.74 4.56 1.02 
O 16 13.50 19.23 1.66 1.09 
:) 16 15.33 19.61 2.04 0.71 
;t 
> .  
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
f  o 
6 
7 
7 
8 
3 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
12 
14 
14 
15 
15 
16 
16 
- -
T A 3 L H 8 
Hydrogen Ion Concentration of the .Soil 
Solutions at the Time of ?ls.nting the 
First and Second Crops, 
: pH at Tine of Plant-
: ing First Crops 
7.83 
7.S9 
7.92 
7.76 
7.76 
7.76 
7.33 
7.89 
7.83 
7.74 
7.90 
7.76 
7.73 
7.74 
7.76 
7.38 
7.74 
7.76 
7.74 
7.83 
7.66 
7.83 
7.74 
7.33 
: pH at Tine of Plant-
: in^  Second Crops 
8.26 
7.97 
7.97 
8.05 
8.05 
7.85 
7.85 
8 . 05 
7.82 
8.05 
7.91 
8.12 
7.91 
7.30 
7.74 
7.38 
7.86 
8.00 
7.94 
7.85 
7.32 
7.33 
7.33 
7.94 
5? A B L E 9 ; 
i 
Yields, TTiin'oers and "ean lengths of Stems of the I 
i I 
First Cror. : Second Crop : j 
Pot 
Ho. 
Grcp 1*,--
.ad * 
: Crop 
• 
• 
; iiean : 
: LengiSis : 
Yield in 
gas. 
• 
• 
Crop : 
To ta-L : Ga?ain ; in CT2S. : iotal 
• 
G E Tlieat 25. OS 8.15 Barley 32.8 7.3 ''-lieat 
D 2 TT 25.00 7.61 n 36.1 7.1 
C 3 R 27.95 9.04 Kafir 138.0 47.4 rr 
D 3 *1 22.96 7.97 147.2 53.3 t: i 
C 4 IT 25.43 7.68 llilo 152.5 58.6 i 
D 4 !f 21.49 6.35 n 139.7 69.2 
" i 0 6 Bai^ley 32.E0 0.E8 Barley 36.2 7.8 TJ ! 
> 
2) 6 J* 27.04 0.87 V 33.4 8.5 n 1 
C V n 31.50 0.36 ZSLfir 141.0 41.7 i 
D 7 t: 27.19 1.58 n 128.7 45.5 " i 
C 8 n 29 •se 0.46 Kilo 130.0 63.9 i 
D 8 < t E9.30 1.48 n 146.5 52.9 T? i 
0 10 K&fir 19<»CS Barley 47.0 14.1 n ! 
3) 10 Tt 21.28 n 31.1 9.2 n 
C 11 IT E0«40 Kafir 131.7 46.8 n 
D n !T E0«83 r 140.0 50.4 n 
C IE V 19.45 HilO 122.7 56.3 n 
T) IS !! 21.88 n 133.2 52.9 o 
C 14 Milo 1S.38 Barley 46.5 13.8 n 
D 14 14.63 tj 35.8 9.9 ft 
C 15 Tt 11.55 K&fir 153.0 58.7 n 
r- 15 T7 11.08 V 138.2 58.6 n 
C 16 « 12,45 Mlo 125.0 74.4 n 
3 16 rr 12.88 98.5 67.3 ft 

] 
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i S A B 1 E 9 
jand "ean Lengtlis of Steas of the Tarious Crops. 
seeonfl. Crop ' Ctot> 
; Mean : Yiel4 in : 1 IfumlDer : Mean : Yie Id 
ip : : gns. : Crop of : Length : in G 
i : in CCS* : I'ouai : Sterns ; in ens. : i'o-cai : "Irrain 
ley 32.8 7.3 -;lieat oo 38.7 CJO • O 5.56 
36.1 7.1 49 38.4 22.6 
ir 1S8.0 47.4 n 49 39.8 17.e r: »7Q 
i47.a 53.3 i: 47 37.9 14.2 2.73 
* 15E»5 58.6 r 42 39.5 14.1 2.30 
139.7 59.2 IT r;A SS.l 10.5 •d,C~5 
Ley 
• 
36.S 7.8 TJ 47 41.3 22.0 4.36 
33.4 8.3 n 55 36.5 18.7 S.51 
ir 141.0 41.7 r 49 55.6 15.3 E.13 
128^7 45.5 n 40 41.9 14.5 3.10 
130.0 63.9 V. 42 39.6 14.5 3.30 
146.5 52.9 t? 47 36.7 14.5 2.55 
•ey 47.0 14.1 tr 52 42.0 23.2 4.58 
31.1 9.2 n 56 41.9 23.7 5.91 
T 131.7 46.8 « 50 44«0 19.5 4.80 
140.0 50.4 n 45 44.6 17.0 4.06 
' 
122.7 56.3 n 46 44*8 20.5 5.42 
133»2 52.9 n 44 45.3 21.2 4.89 
46.5 13.8 n 59 45..0 29.8 7.29 
35.8 9.9 tJ 66 • 40.2 25.1 5.96 
X 15S.0 58.7 n 52 47.2 22.5 6.45 
1S8.2 58.6 n 51 44 »4 23.6 6.34 
• 125.0 74.4 n 41 46«3 18.2 5.09 
98.5 57.3 n 49 46.0 20.0 5.34 

- ;$5 -
coritcn* of ' :.e soils sac^ ilcd at -/iiriouc tines is recorded 
in Ta'Dlc 7. "he .-en-ion concentration of the soil 
£clu.tions -.VIS deterr.inod ::.t the tine of plristin^ " the fir:rt 
and second crops. The p'-T values are recorded in Table 3. 
The yields cf tue first crops of vfheat and usrley 
ah.cv; differences similar to those in Series 1, althoij^ i not 
30 aar}ced, 'The differencc-s iire to bo accounted for in the 
sane vray as in [Series 1, The yields cf Itafir and nilo, hov/-
ever, were nore unifcrrn. A decided decrease in the yields 
of all the oropa resulted vvhen the siioply of nioistrire was 
/ 
linitcd, Vith a few exceptions the nitrfite content of the 
soil \7s.s reduced by the br.rley n^d \7heat crops, r_lthough 
there were no apparent rel3.tionships between the yields and 
i 
the anounts of nitrates present. In most cases the nitrate i 
! 
content of the soils in the loifir and rcilo pots increased. 
The increases, however, -nicre not very lar^ e nor vjere they 
significant. ! 
The second crops of barley arerapred somewhat better 
following sor^ jhUTas than when following '.7heat or barley, and 
there was some relationship between the yields and the nitrate 
content of the soil at the tine of planting. There Tsrere minor 
differences in the yields of Xafir following -.vheat and follow­
ing Icafir, the results being larger than v;hen kafir followed 
barley. The best results v/ith kafir were secured follov/ing 
ailo. 
- S6 -
la-i.-eit .yiclis ( j Z  3iilo weA^  asisiirea lolXowirig 
-ciio, ard t-^ e pacrcot jws.iir, aiuiioo^ ii tnere were 
onlv ninox- 'uetwcoti tiio /ieiviss xoxxovarig Jca^ Tir or 
lir riey'Tixere Mt.'J ii;tle i-'ciiitioiisaip bfeuweeu tixie yieias o£ 
tlie sorgii-uri crops a.n<i uxc jxLtraiie oofit-ent Oi' "sae soiu^ , 
..ith £. rcu cxcfc^ vioris tue ^'ieida ox' tae third, crop 
of wheat were i/etter ioiiowiiig Oiirxev than i'ollowijjg istir 
or Gilo, .hen gro-upecL i^ccox-cliiig to tixe previous cropping 
history the roilowijog oariey were larger, in a3A 
eu;ies, than v.-iieii following sorgiiuass while xhe j^rain yields 
v.'ore lar.£tr Viith c^t two exceptions# 'ihere were wide differ-
ecces "betv.'cer: tne amounts of nitrate in the soils which had 
^rosm oarley anu. those vrhich haa grown sor^hnas, but there 
T^ras apparently little relationship between yields and the 
nitrate content of soil at the time of planting. The 
average total yields of wheat «ere 13*05 and 1?«44 
grasa follov^ing barley, icaxir ana miio, respectively, fhc 
average yields of grain were ©•ii4 grams following barley, 
4»13 graiiis fo:JLowiiig kafir and 4.54 grans following railo. 
Series 2-A 
First Crop Grotgn linder Unfevorable Koisture Conditions 
'This experiiaent was similar in all respects to that 
of Series 1-A, except that the first crops were grown tmder 
TinfaTorable moistnre conditions and Hie first crop of v^ aat 
Yields of the Tarious Crops aai the iiuabers 
of Stems of the Second Crop of V/he&t, 
First Cro P ' Jccorid (J rop 
Pot Crop ; Yi elCL ; Crop ' Lumber : •V i ela 
Ko. : gT.r;. : of : in gnts. 
; Total ; Grain vteir.s : -otal ; Grain 
C 1 iVheat 7.H 0.9 'Iheat £8 iio.O 6.60 
D 1 (I 7.2 Tt w 26. S 3.28 
C 5 Barley n.^ e — V 29 6.30 
D 5 •T li. w — IS. 3 O • 
C 9 Kafir 11.0 n S5 1^. c 6.07 
D 9 « 15.6 — TT 15.8 4.62 
C 13 I'ilo 10.9 — n 45 O':: c: W«> • V 5.10 
D iS TT 10.1 '61 17.G 4.35 
nt . r? T 
- .-v ,•> Jj 'S. 11 
Nitrate Eitrogen Content of Soils 
Snnpled at liarves t of Fir st Crops. 
?ot i:c. ; Crop : Iv it rates u • ^ • T'l* 
G 1 :;'h.sat 16.IZ 
B 1 n 15.S4 
V 5 Barley 19.EC 
D R TT 10.42 
C s 12.63 
D 9 IT 14.53 
rs \j IS i'ilo 12.53 
D 13 n 13.52 
- 53 -
•sas harvestccL ox: Jozaiary lli. -JuriR^ the early siufjcs oi plEat 
gro'rftii the noistur« sujply -^as iept near %hc o^tisaua, ^hec 
t:ie piantb rutd. becoss© thoroughly ectalsxiched vjatar w&s suppli-
eii in saall (iuAntitles onij w^ea actxi?i.i ^ilticg had taken place# 
Yields of the various crops are siicwr ia ?el)ie 10, j 
j 
£.n<l the 22itr£its content of the soils at tlie time or fiarvestiag j 
the first crops are f^ irec in fable 11» liisitiri^  the aoistupo I 
aajply resulted in a desilel decraase in yiQl5.s of the first 
crops, aiid « coasldoralJly liigher nitrate (sontent o? tnc aoil 
at the tirae of hanrest. J:'ls5.nt3 of tiie second, wheat oto'j \?ere | 
E!©«.sured n&rch 13, xhey averaged 19.5, iil«2, 22,2 and 2<i,E j 
oentineters in loni^th. foilovjing wheat, barley, i:&fir anl tailo, ! 
1 
respectively. iheat £ollowiz3^ barley and the sorghu:r»8 had a 
! 
teraieney to aattirts curlior than viiwn fcilcnjlnr wheat, the of- | 
1 
fects of sor^^ua» on th<!! followiiL? crop 'ceiag ta« aore pro- i 
nounoed. ?hc jinlds o? ?TheP!.t foliowir:?r vheat a?^<l b?irley were i 
j 
sorasTffhftt iftr*?t:r thnn ^ hen rollowi?;,': tlie sorshxaaa. "Ehere ms | 
apparently no relationship between the nitrate content of the | 
soil before planting* and the yields obtained, i 
o:^  . -x^ 'ir, a.:.c 
uues? whc- -•fOtft.ia o'Z j-'ulire :^ llo ta.i:^ w i^ r.;.6y 
Fifty-sir pots Tisel in this exr^erisent vhiok 
isas planned to determine the eflTects of kafir, r.ilo, v;aeat 
and barley residues (tops and roots) on the grcv;th of iafir, 
milo, wheat and barley. The same set of pots '.vas -used later 
in Series 3A. Thirty-three pounds of moist soil, equivalent 
to about 29 pounds of air-dried soil were placed in each pot 
after the soil had been "cut over" four tines. The roots and 
tops of the various plants used in the soil treatments were 
obtained fron the first crops of Series 1 ana 2. The roots 
•were thoroughly washed and both roots and tops 7/ere dried to 
constant weight before bein^  cut into small pieces and in­
corporated T^ ith the soil. Residues at the rate of approxi­
mately one and a half tons to two nillion poxmds of soil were 
used in each soil treatment, the materials being incorporated 
•with the soil by thoroughly nixing by hand. The pots were 
planted ITay 13, or at the tiae of planting the second crops 
in Series 1 and 2, The 3a«e crops in each of the three series 
received similar treatments, as has been described previously 
under Series 1. The cropping plan, the soil treataents and 
the resxilts obtained are shown in Table lii. Only the data 
for the three crops, kafir, ailo and barley are included in 
the table, as the wheat crop was destroyed by rats* 
The results obtained with the kafir crop show some 
slifrht differences in favor of the sorghum residues, altnou^  
the yields with any of the treatments were not markedly dif­
ferent from those on the check pots. The nitrate content of 
T A B L E  1 2  
EffeotB of f.!ilo, Kaflp, v/hoat and Barley 
HeslCLues on the Kitrato Content of the 
Ooll, the Mean Lengths of Stemg ana th0 
Yields of Kafir, Milo and Barley. 
t tieiiduee in* j i^ itx*ate9 
t 00 Pot  ooryorated 
iro» i with soil 
t Mean 
I I I » nipin 
I T o t a x  
] at HaxiveGit t LeniSpthB t Yield 
t I of 3tem8 i in 
Kittfir 
1 ^  B Mafir tops* t 8*70 I 116.S i 46*6 11 » t 1.98 : 116.S 1 51.9 
5 • 4 Milo tops : 1.64 : 110.6 i 46.6 
tf II 1 1.66 t l S^.O i 56.5 
5 ^  6 V/heat straw J 1.64 5 ieo.7 t 44 A 
II II 4 t 1.98 : 1S1.6 1 43*0 
7 •* Q Barley straw • « 0*79 t 1.84.8 I 48 a f» »i ] 1«&1 i iso.o } 44# 5 
9 • 10 nothing t sas t 111.7 t 41.5 
II { 1.54 J 118.7 t 46.5 
Milo 
11 «•» 18 K&fir tope I 1.56 1 180.7 : 45*5 
»» tl J 1.49 t 130.0 : 46.1 
IS 14 Milo top® » 8.15 I 119.0 : 41.1 
t> tl 1 1.69 t 119.7 : 48.8 
15 16 VAieat straw t 1.49 J 141.5 : 55.7 
tl It . I 0.96 } 14^ .0 : 51.4 
17 10 Barley strav; i 8.88 ! 186.7 t 49.7 
tt tt 1 1.98 : 107*7 } 46.0 
19 80 Nothing 1 8.86 ; 107.8 t 44.4 
" t 8.60 J 119.7 1 41.1 

9 • 10 J Hotlilng 
t _ 
8.13 
lt64 
J 111*7 
J 118.7 
I 41^ 6 
t 4e*5 
Milo 
11 18 Kafir tope i 1*66 t 186.7 46.8 
ft tt J 1.49 1 10OiO 46.1 
10 14 MllO tOp0 t 8.16 \ 119.0 41*1 
M H , 1*69 t 119.7 48.8 
16 16 VAioat straw t 1.49 t 141.6 66.7 (t It . 1 0.96 } 140«O 61.4 
17 18 Barley otrav; » 8.88 ; 186.7 t 49.7 
tr <t 1 1.98 J 107.7 ) 46.0 
19 80 Nothing* ) 8.86 : 107.S ] 44*4 
II 1 8.60 i 119.7 t 41.1 
Barley 
ifi-
o 
40 m 44 Kiaflr tope 
It n 
46 46 rooto 
n ti 
47 46 Milo tops 11 II 
49 m 60 Ktilo roots 
If II 
61 4$ 68 Wheat strav; 
ft If 
60 64 Barley atraw 
II II 
66 66 Hothlng 
If 
10.60 
11»31 
10 •89 
I B M  
16*63 
10*88 
16.16 
10.10 
10.16 
la.vs 
18.60 
18.60 
10.84 
04,8 
06.0 
89*8 
00. <'3 
08.0 
08.1 
88.6 
07«8 
89.0 
38.1 
08.4 
34.0 
04.8 
00*5 
8.8 
7.8 
6.7 
6.8 
8.1 
8.1 
6.0 
6.1 
6.8 
5.4 
6.0 
7.0 
7.4 
6,0 
In cms. 

the soils was reduced to low levels ia all caaes, the dif­
ferences beirig staail for the various treataecta. iiheat and 
barley straws gave sii^ riitljr better resiilts than sorghiBa tops 
in the case of nilo. The nitrate content of the soils was 
adduced to a low point by this crop. The largest yields of 
barley acre obtained v^ th icafir and ailo tops, end the lowest 
yields tTlth vriieat straw. The yields of br.rley were sn&ll in 
all cases and the results obtained indicated, only, tiffi.t sor-
i^ huB residtws caused no decreases in yields. The asounts of 
nitrates in tne soils were markedly hisher under barley than 
under the sor^ jhuns, but when the relative yields of the crops 
are considered the rejison for the differences is apparent. 
iSeries cJ. 
Sffects of Sorrhtgng on the '^ ncceedinj^  Crop 
The soils used in this test had been used in the 
previous experiment to deteraine the effects of various crop 
residues on the growth of aheat, )cafir and silo. ?he first 
crop of whofit wiis destroyed by rats when zae plants be-c^ sn 
to ripen, .'t the tlse of planting tiie second crop the dead 
plants wero pulled up and the soil was thoroughly nixed and 
sampled. iRtjediately after the harvRSt of the bs^ rley crop 
the soils had been spread to dry and they were net aixed and 
sampled until the tine of plantin/^  the scoond crop. The 
T A B li E i:'; 
Wi-fcrato Illtrofion Content of nolle Rariplea 
Before Pluntln^ j and After Horvootlne tho 
socona.Crop of v/Jieat* 
Pot> I Provloue ^ oij, { l^ ifaateai, D»p*r/i, 
No> i a?roatmqtit i'i^ oforo Ji'lfthting i irarvee 
V/hoat FOllov/lne; Klaflr 
1 - R \ Kafir topB, tono i S»70 j •10 
} " V " " I 1*9£ I .08 
5 *• 4 I Uilo tops, 1-^  tons i 1»64 t *17 
1 " " " " I 1»66 : .15 
6 - 6 I Wheat straw, 1-fr tons : 1*64 i *09 
t " II n I! , , ,4£j 
7 - 0 t Barley otrav/, tons s »79 j »13 
1 " " " " • 1.61 I *1E 
9 ^  10 J TTothlns ! 84I0 t *18 
J > 1.B4 ; gi 
Wheat Followint<; Mlio 
11 18 I Kafir tops, 1^  tOns 1 1*86 ) #SS 
J " n .1 tf , , 0^9 
12 14 I Milo tope, 1'^ ' ton^  t 8*16 : *16 
t " " « " 1 1»69 : .17 
15 « 16 t V/heat straw, 1^  tons : 1*49 t *18 
t " " '« " J .96 I .18 
17-18 I Barley straw, l-J- tons t 8.88 t .15 
t » •» II , 1,90 , ,00 
19 •* 80 I Ifothing t 8.86 : .11 
' ; " J S.63 : ,16 
Wheat Following Vrtieat 
til citi . .ftj ju X , 

SI «* £2 { Kafir tops, l^ r tone i 
. n It Tt ti 1 
20.49 
20^ 49 
2.00 
• 33 
80 *« 24 J Kafir tops* 2^  tons i 
J It 7i II If 1 
24.76 
11.36 
.11 
.07 
Z6 - 26 : Kjafir roots* tona j 
1 II ir II If 1 
19.83 
21.01 
*08 
.36 
27 «• S8 t Mile tops, l-l- tons i 
. n rf tt It . 25.00 19.53 
.12 
.08 
29 m 30 t Milo roots* li- tons i 
t 11 ti II ti 1 
16.69 
16.66 
.08 
.12 
SI 38 t V/heat straw, 1^  tone t 
« n It II It . 
8.33 
15.43 
.08 
.12 
03 
-
34 J Wheat straw, 2,^  tons \ 
. 1 1  It t i  I t  1  6.41 11.11 
.13 
.16 
05 36 t v/hoat roots, 1^  tons i 
< It 1) 1) It . 16.59 20.49 
.14 
.IS 
27 •» 38 } Barley straw, 1^  tons t 
f 11 n TI rr . 
• 1 
14.62 
19.84 
.11 
.09 
39 
* 
40 : Barloy roots, 1^  tone t 
, It It II It , « I 
18.52 
23.61 
.09 
.00 
41 «» 42 i Nothing : 
t It k 
17.26 
21.74 
.09 
.12 
v/heat Followitte BarXey 
43 «• 44 I Kafir tops, Ifj- tons i 
t U tl tl It 1 « 1 
15.60 
11.31 
.08 
.lii 
46 •• 46 5 Kafir roots, Ifj- tons j 
. II n It II 1 
13,89 
12«Ci^  
.00 
.10 
47 «* 48 J Milo tops, 1-iV tone i 
« n tt It tt 1 
15.63 
15,82 
.11 
.10 
49 •• 60 ! Mllo roots, 1^  tons t 
< tt It II 11 . 15.16 13.13 
.08 
.13 
51 m 52 1 Wlioat straw, Xh tons t 
J 11 tl R n J 
13»16 .12 
8.19 .09 
63 ¥> 54 i Borloy straw, 1^  tons t 
1 It If II It ] 13.72 12.60 
.09 
•15 
55 m 56 1 Notlxin<5 1 
 ^ , " « 
12.50 
10.24 
.08 
.11 

Pot 
K0» 
a? A B L E 14 
of Sterne. Mean LengthB of Gtoms and YielAe 
of V/heat Pollovilng Kafir, laio, Whoat and Barley. 
previous 
soil 
Treatment 
K ihimDer i Mean \ itieiu6.B 
i of } Lengths i In gms* 
t ateros *• of atems < To-oai t tiralfl 
Wheat Following iCaflr 
1 4m 8 Khflr tops , 1^ tons 1 36 t 45*9 i 16*6 t 4.84 
t» n If II 1 36 I 40«6 t 15.9 t 3.98 
0 4 Mllo tops, lit tons t 41 I 40.4 1 17.4 t 4.81 
« II i> It • 40 • » 46*9 ) 18.6 i 4.88 
5 ¥• 6 Wheat straw, 1* tons i 06 t 44.8 1 16.6 t 4*69 ti 11 It It • 88 t 46.1 t 16.6 : 3.76 
7 m 6 Barley straw, 1* tons t 40 1 09.1 } 14.8 t 3.46 ft u It It . 48 i 48.6 } ie.4 J 3.80 
9 m 10 Nothing { 46 t 36.4 t 14.8 t 3.18 
tf I 41 I 39*9 { 18.9 J 3.98 
V/heat Following Uilo 
11 m 18 Kafir toijo , 1-S- tons 1 41 J 48*4 J 17,9 t 4*91 It It J 43 } 40.6 t 16 • 1 { 3.66 
10 m 14 Mllo tops, 1^ tons ! 41 43*6 J 17.8 1 4.18 
It 11 II It . 40 • • 44.8 : 16.4 1 4.06 
16 mt 16 Wheat straw, l« tons j 38 : 39.7 t 14.1 t 4.07 ti ti It It . 39 J 43*6 t 15.4 t 3*86 
17 18 Barloy straw, 1^ tons t 41 1 44.8 1 17.6 J 4.47 
II II It It t 43 1 44*4 1 17*9 t 4*69 
19 80 Nothing 
11 
J 
J 
39 
34 
1 
1 
41.8 
43.6 
t 10«1 t 
t 15.4 1 
3.88 
3.98 
V/heat Following v/hoat 
21 - 88 I Kafir tops, tons i 45 i 46.3 { 88.0 i 8.57 
— 1 U y y - -1 liQ I -AlLJl I a^^ £L_i 

81 «• ss Kafir topid* li* tons i 45 J 46^0 t 88.9 i 6.67 
tt II II II 1 eo t 46,1 t 86.0 t 6.04 
es Kafir tope, 8^ tone \ 
11 Ti II n J 
49 1 60*0 t 04.8 1 7.81 
50 J 5O«0 . t 06.8 } 9.68 
S6 4NI 26 Kiaflr roots 1 li- tons i BO t 40.8 t 86.7 * 6.47 
n II I? »r j 55 t 40*8 i 86.6 : 7.06 
B7 «• «e Mile topSi 1^ tons t 66 t 49.e ( 06«6 } 9»05 
ti II II II 1 68 i 49.0 1 00.x t 8.78 
B9 00 Mllo roots. l|r tons t 46 t 64#9 ( 08.8 t 8.80 
II ft If II 1 47 1 46*4 1 89.9 t 7.88 
i51 «» 08 Vflieat straw g tons t 44 t 65.9 t 88.0 t 7.40 
II fi II 11 } 48 i 48.9 } 01.4 t 8.40 
03 04 Wheat straw, 8^ tons t 07 1 46.8 i 18,7 J 4.87 
II It n ti 1 41 t 68.9 1 86«1 t 6.41 
86 «* 06 v/heat roots, lit tons t 09 t 60.8 t 0O#7 t 8.76 
M 11 ' It II 1 49 t 64.7 t 04«6 t 9.80 
07 «|l 08 Barley straw, Ijs- tons i 48 { 66^9 J 29i8 { 7.67 
It II n It . 49 t 61.8 t 01.4 t 9.66 
09 «• 40 Barley roots, 1^ tons i 47 J 66.8 t 07*6 : 9.47 
It It ft " t 61 t 49^6 1 07.8 I 7.73 
41 «» 48 KothlKig 45 56.7 2 01*1 t 8.09 
" : 46 : 50.2 I 89.7 : 8.51 
Wheat Following Barley 
40 44 Kafir tops, 1-^ tone t 66 68.0 1 40.0 10.60 
II n II 11 t 65 46.6 1 09.6 9.18 
46 m 46 Kafir roots, tons t 60 48.1 \ 06.7 9.80 
11 It II It I 64 47.8 t 46.0 11.79 
47 m 48 Mllo tops. X^ tons ) 60 49.9 t 41.6 8.40 
It ft It It 1 66 47.0 t IiOSt IiOSt 
49 m 60 T4;ilo roots, l-j^ tons t 68 64.1 t 40*6 10.08 
II If It II 1 66 t 40.6 10.66 
61 m 68 \yheat straw» 1^ tons t 
It tt M 11 1 
69 60.7 i 09.6 9.00 
66 48.8 t 41.7 9.80 
60 m 64 Barley straw, Xi- tons : 60 68.9 : 48.9 9.08 
II It II 11 J 68 47.8 J 47.8 9.98 
66 m 66 Nothing t 60 49.0 ; 09.4 10.88 
a I 66 68.x } 40.8 18.07 
 ^In cni3. 

roots vfSTs sieved froa the soil in the oheok pots ana t.s ssny 
roots as could be coriverlerti^ ' obtaiE^ a xvithout sieviUt^  Trex^  
tsO^ en froa the other aolls, Tne pertially lecosposed. resi­
dues of tiae previous treataents «ere left in the soil, 
iheat aas planted in nil tue pots in this series 
on I'cptenber vhat hj-.s been said sbout the tiiird crop in 
~eri6S 1 and 2 applies e-ually vjell to the crop, as the pots 
of tfi6 tliree series were planted sibout the aanje tine, receiv­
ed the sace treatsjent throtiji^ iout the period of ^ ro-srth of the 
plantaj and were l^ irvestec at the scise tirae. The r:itrs.te con­
tent of the .-oil before plantirig acd £;.fter harvest ia ghown 
irs Table i^ i.The :-.'ields are recorded in Ttiblc 14. 
In all cases the yields of ••ahea.% foilov^ iiig sheet 
and barlej were larcrer trs-c 'nhen followlii^  iafir or alio. 
The sorgih'un crops had reduced the nitrate conteiit of tae soils 
to VGT'S loa levels, but Bhen the yields of v^ eat follo»ins 
barley or wheat j^ re cosp^ ired with tiie nitiute content of tiie 
soil at the tiae of plac.tir«^ , the relutioiiship between the 
yields of cro:js and the nitrate coGtcnt of the soils &t tii© 
tine of planting is found to bo aore or less iidefir»ite, 
Zhe whesit plni:t3 folloc?ic^  trie biirley crop becasie yellowish 
green when 6 to 3 iz;che3 high, izalicating a lack of aveilable 
nitrof^ en, althouirh taere were fros 8 to 15 parts per aillion 
in the soil at the tirse of p2xixiting« The plants gradually 
turned dark green aad produced sore tillers ai2d a larger crop 
than when following wheat or the sorfrhums, 
•The previous soil treatments are reflected in 
minor differences in the yields of v;heat following the sor­
ghums, h^e residue treated pots yielded as well or slightly 
better than the check pots, but the differences were too 
small to be of B.riy significance. In the case of whe?it follow 
in^  wheat the differences in yields were somewhat larger. 
Kafir tops and roots at the rate of one and a half tons per 
acre brou^ nt about a decrease in total yields, v^ hile the tops 
at the rate of two and a half tons per acre, gave about the 
sanie yield of f?rain and a larger total yield than the checi-cs, 
where milo tops were used the yields were slightly better 
than on the cheelcs. vne roots gave about the sane results as 
the checks, '^ heat straw at the rate of one and a half tons 
affected the yields but little, while two and a half tons 
gave significant decreases in total and grain yields, There 
was apparently sor.e relationship between the yields and the 
nitrate content of the soil at the time of planting the crop. 
7/here barley stra'.T had been tised the yields were about the 
same as for the checks. Chere v/as increased yield, how­
ever, v,*tiGre barley roots had been lised, but there appears to 
have been little relationship between the .yields and the 
nitrr;te cor.ter.t of the soil at the time of planting the crop. 
The wheat followinar barley showed considerable flucttiation 
in yield, the check pots avera-'^ izig slightly higher in grain, 
tut lov?er in total dry ?5ttter t^ ir:s tiie residue treated p^ ts. 
'^ e diffcreiices, Lw?ever, are of little significance, 
'^ he sisKificant part cf this cxoeriaent is the low 
yields follcwir^  the coTspared rrith those follo^ riEg 
.^CE-t cr trirlev. ""lie f:vcr^ .{=-e totj^ l vield of wiieat followiri^ ; 
knfir wTiS 16,Oo {rmns, follotiir^  nilo 1G.50 following 
•Klaent SQ«C jrnns arid rollo«in,;j br.rlej dl.9 The aver-
age fjrp-ir. ^ delda were -J.16, 7.84 tirid 10.01 ^ triuaK fol-
loviir;£j kaTir, railo, t2!:.cat snd bsrlej, respectively. In sirsi-
lar ordor the nean nuabera of 3less were 46,9 and 
•31,7, shile the Tr,e*in l^ in^ h. cf stens «ere 42,7, 4ii,8» s0«3 
and 42,0 centir^ eters, vhese data compared T?ith tliose for 
'whe.'it follo»7ia;r sor^ iiuss in "erics 1 and 2 show a very close 
correlation^  arid r.l30 ahow that tUe position of the pots in 
tne ^ reerih-ouae was not z^ esponsi'ole for tlie differences in 
yields. 
The lo-rf r.itrate content cf the soils follo^ ijsg 
the second croc cf wheat ir^ dicates ar. exhaustion of the soil 
by tiie previous sor^ huni crops and a fr^ ilure to recover rapid­
ly euotigh to provide avr^ iLible food tsa-teriais for the sro^ iag 
crop, 
series 4 
'Effects of Sor^ t^aa Residues on Yielda of riheat 
As no data were obtained in Series SA on the 
effects of various crop residues on the yields of wheat this 
experiment was undertaken with that object in view. Part of 
the wheat and "barley roots used in the soil treatments were 
secured from pots of previous plantings and part were obtain­
ed from the field. Corn tops and corn roots were taken from 
plants growing in the field, the tops consisting of plants 
that were just beginning to send out siUts, while the roots 
were obtained from mature plants. In some cases the crop 
residues were ground in a uiley mill, while in others they 
were merely cut into small pieces* Host of the treatments 
consisted of applications of dry matter at the rate of one 
and one-half tons per acre of two million pounds of soil, 
but treatments were also made with com and Icafir tops at 
the rate of three tons per acre, The crop was harvested when 
a few of the plants had headed. Growth of the plants indi­
cated an alnost complete exhaustion of soil nutrients. The 
different soil treatments and the results secured are shown 
in Table 15. 
All the treatments with the exception of the three 
ton applications of corn and }cafir tops brought about in­
creased yields over the checiks. Ground kafir and com tops 
gave smaller yields than the chopped residues, 7/ith the 
ground nilo tops the seaallest yields were secured with the 
one and one-half ton applications, 13'ith the ground milo 
po 
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T A 3 L 2 15 
Comparison of tiie "Effects of ?'ilo, Kafir 
Corn, '^ heat ani Barley Residues on the 
Yield of Vi'heat, the Lumbers of Stems and 
the ivitrate Content of the Soil, 
: Residues in-: Litraces: Yielas of Jheat 
: corporated : p.p.m. at : Stems : Yield in gcis» 
: vjith Soil ; Harvest : lio. : Av, : Total : Av. 
Corn tops. .93 54 76.4 
ground, 1-i- T. 1.59 60 57.0 74.2 75.3 
Kafir tops. 1.54 43 74.3 
ground. l| T. 1.28 50 46.5 74.2 74.5 
Milo tops,^  1.11 52 65,1 
5ro\md, 1.51 55 53.5 65.5 55.3 
;73ieat straw. 1.45 53 66. 6 
ground, Ig T. 1.59 59 56. 0 67.5 67.0 
Barley straw. .94 53 70,0 
ground, l-^ - T. 1,43 55 54.0 72,5 71,2 
Corn tops. 1.55 56 3o. o 
chopped, li- ?. 1.22 50 53.0 84.7 84,2 
Kafir tops. 1.06 54 81.5 
chopped.l-g- T. 5.81 65 59.5 75,0 73.2 
Corn tops, 2.32 56 59,9 
ground. ST. 1.37 52 54.0 58.3 59.1 
Kafir tops. 1.54 45 53.3 
ground. 3 7. 1.16 48 46.5 54.1 56,2 
Corn roots. 1.88 55 76.3 
ground, ll ". 1.49 58 o • 0 70.2 73,2 
Kafir roots. 1.47 62 83.1 
frround. 1^  1.73 59 60.5 78.3 30.7 
ITilo roots. 1.17 55 74.5 
ground. 1-? T. 1.25 56 55.5 71.0 72.7 
V/heat roots. 1.39 53 81.8 
ground, li* 7. 1.43 50 51.5 78.3 80.0 
Barley roots. 1.05 43 83.2 
ground, l?- T. 1.11 45 44.0 80.4 81.8 
Kothing 1.75 61 64.8 
Tt 0.98 53 63.7 
n 1.51 51 55 59.6 62.7 
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roots the results were somewaat lower than with the grotmd 
corn TOOts» The results obtained, with the Jcafir, wheat and 
"barley roots differed little, but were much higher than with 
the milo and com roots. The depressing effects of the three 
ton applications "became evident a few weeks after planting 
and continued throiighout the growth of the plants. The kafir 
tops exerted the greatest depressing effect during the early 
part of the experiment, but the plants in those pots seemed 
to grow more rapidly later in the experiment than in the pots 
receiving the com residues. !!!his experiment showed that 
sorghum residues applied to the soil at the rate of one and a 
half tons had no depressinf^  effect on crop yields. 
Discussion 
The data presented in this paper have shown a 
rather close agreement with the results secxu^ ed by other in­
vestigators who have worked on the sane problem. The method 
employed in the study was somewhat different and more light 
is thrown on the cause of the harmful effects of sorghums on 
succeeding crops. 
Where sorghums were followed by other crops no evi­
dence of a toxic substance affecting the growth of the suc­
ceeding crop was to be found, althoxigh the yields in some 
cases were decreased. 7/hen considering the deleterious ef­
fects of one crop on another a distinction should be made 
- :>o -
between a poisonous or toxic l)oa^ ' produced, by the plant and 
the harnful effects that be caused by the removal of 
water or mineral substances from the soil. i:utritional 
studies with, plants have shown, almost invariably, that 
poisonous compounds, when present in small quantities,stimu­
late the grov;th of plants, and vhen present in larger amounts 
cause decided injury to the entire plant cr aoiae portion of 
it. A deficiency In one or nore plant food elements laay be 
reflected in functional disturbances with definite evidence 
of inj'ory, or be sho^ m only by stunted plants and decreased 
yields. The final results in both, eases aay be siailar. 
If sorghuns produce a toxic substance which is ex­
creted by th.e roots and which, nay be attacked by nicroorgan-
isma, it should produce injxirious effects on seedling plants. 
In these experiments soiae seedlings grown after sorghums did 
show a pathological condition, but this was exceptional and 
was definitely the result of fungus diseases. So haraful 
effects from sorghuias could be detected on the seedlings, 
and it is unlikely that toxic effects from a harmful sub­
stance would not become evident in the early stages of growth 
of a plant. 
Sorghum plants grown under unfavorable conditions 
may produce hydrocyanic acid. It is unlikely that decreased 
yields following sorghuias are due to this poison, as depress­
ed yields have resxilted when other crops were grown following 
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sorshtms that rrew noraaliy. in tlieae experiments decreased 
yields of rarious crops were not secured following sorgii-ons 
of stxmted growth, nor from the resid-aes of such plants -.vheii 
incorporated Tfith the soil. Tests were not made, ho\?ever, 
for hydrocyanic acid in the residues. 
In Series 1 and 2 in which the ^ -rowth of sorghuris 
iTSi? abnormal and the total yields snail, no decrease in 
yields yr&s to "be obser-red in the follOTsring crop, ".'fhen the 
r^ov/th of the sorghums was nornal, decreased yields v^ ere ob­
tained in the succeedin^ r crops. In these series the reduct­
ions in yields following sorghums were small compared to 
those follov.'inr barley, but in Series o-A rasrked decreases 
in yields occurred where wheat followed sorghunis. From a 
statistical standpoint the results secured in Series 1 and 
2 are of little significance, but v/hen one considers that 
the^ r are in entire agreeaent with the results secured by 
other investigators in field and rreenhouse experiments, it 
trast be concluded that they are significant. In Series o-A 
the yields of wheat following wheat or barley were t?/o to 
t-.^ o and one-half tines as large as those following sorghums. 
The yields of ?rheat following sorghxms in Series 1, 2 and 5-A 
were very inuch alike, decreased yields occurring in all cases 
Y/here -wheat followed a sorghum crop of normal grovfth. 
Proa the exijerimental data three facts become evi­
dent, (1] ^ h^e yields of the succeeding crop were not de­
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pressed when the sorgh'un crop v.tis snail, (2) A sorg'h'am crop 
of normt-l gro-wth cs.-used a depression in the rrowth of the 
following crop, out the yields were only a little smaller 
than those obtained following other crops of normal grov?th, 
(2) 7;hen the {:ro?:th of the sorrhum crop was noraal and the 
gro':?th of another crop was poor, the yields follOTiing sor-
ghtuas were rrach smaller thsn v;hen follovjing the other crops, 
These facts indicate that the saaller 2'ields following sor­
ghums are an evidence of the greater removal of food sub­
stance froE the soil by the sorghura crops. 
The data obtained on the aniouat of tillering of 
wheat following sorghums and other crops show plainly tbat 
fewer stens -siere produced following the sorghums, v/heat 
plants following sorghums were observed to have a tendency 
to nature earlier than v^ hen following wheat or barley. These 
facts indicate a lack of food materials essential for vegeta­
tive grov/th. !Io chlorosis occurred, except in the case of 
wheat follov/ing barley, and the plants soon turned dari green 
again. A deficiency of nitrogen is evidently a factor in the 
smaller amount of tillering, but the lack of chlorosis and 
the behavior of the vrheat plants following barley points to 
soae other facts- than a deficiency of available nitrogen. 
Fertiliser tests in ICansas (12) and by Conrad (6.7) 
in California, have shonn that nitrogenous fertilizers appli­
ed to oats, wheat and barley following sorghums, resulted in 
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increased yields, Coiirad also noted increased tillering and 
improved coloration of tne plants d-ae to the applications of 
nitrogeno'is fertilisers, The results of Se-isell (16) indi­
cate thr;.t nitrocen, pliosphorus, potassiuni and liae, singly 
or in cors"bination viill increase the yields of a crop follov?-
ing a sorshura crop* All of these experiments indicate that 
the hs-rsful cffects of sorghums are due to a more or less 
complete renoval of available plant foods from the soil. 
"LTany investigators Y?ho have studied the feeding 
values of different crops have found that the sor.jhioas have 
a higher ash content than corn. 3e»vell (16), :?ave the fol­
lowing percentr-ges of fertilizing elenents in com and kafir 
fodders: 
nitrogen Phosphorus PotassiuTi 
T'afir 1.42 0,242 1.05 
Corn 1.48 0,218 0.77 
V7hen smaller yields of crops following sorghums have been 
reported, the yields of the sorghum crops have usually been 
considerably larger than the yields of corn or other crops 
used in the comparisons. This was true in the experiments 
reported in this paper. Large yields of sorghums and the 
fact that the sorghum plants analyze hi^  in plant food ele-
nents will help to explain part of the decreases in yields 
followizig sorghuias. 
Sewell {16}, after demonstrating that iafir crops 
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removed, more plant food frcn the soil than corn crops grown 
tmder similar conditions, was of the opinion that a core 
complete removal of plant food from the soil by sorghuni crops 
was not the reason for the snaller yields of the follov.'ing 
crop, Conmd (7) held a similar opinion, yet he "believed 
th9t corapetiticn "by Tnicrocr?;:?.nisnis may cring about a decrease 
ir av?;ilacle food naterials to such an extent that ni^ riier 
plants cannot secure enou-rh fertilizing elements for noraal 
5ro7¥th. ?>aneroizs erperisents l^ ave shown that laicroorgaiiisins 
can and do conpete -.Tith higher plants for food materials, 
especially nitroren, ;ind that the hi^ h^er plants nay suffer 
from the competition. It seems rather inconsistent to assume 
that increased nun"bers of microorganisnis are capable of ex­
hausting the soil of fertilizing elements, while a large crop 
of a higher plant rrith nillions upon millions of cells in­
volved is incapable of doing likewise. 
A conparison of crop yields in these experiments 
with the nitrate content of the soil has shown a general re­
lationship between tlie two. Yields soinetiaes paralleled tne 
nitrate content of the Suil, but more often tne tvsO could be 
correlated only in a general way, Jhen the nitrate content 
of the soil was high at the tine of planting the yields ivere 
generally large, but the largest yields xiere not alwa^ 'S se­
cured on the soils having the highest nitr£i.te content. T;hen 
the nitrate content of the soil v;as low, as was generally the 
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case following sorghiinis, the resulting yielas were lo^ 7. 
These results are in accord with those of Sewell {16}, vrho 
compared, the yiclls of vvheat following corn £jad kafir ¥;ith 
the nitrate content of the soil at the time of seedir^  the 
v/heat crop, ?or the five-year period, 1217 to 1S21, inclus­
ive, he found evia.ence of a general correlation between the 
yield corves and the nitrate curves, although the yield 
curves did not al-.vays parallel the nitrate c;aryes. He thou^ t 
that it was doubtful that nitrates were the detemining factor 
in yield variations. The data secured in tnese investiga­
tions indicate that nitrogen is but one of the factors in­
volved, 
Conrad (7) claimed that the theory of competition 
between aicroorfranisns and crop plants for nitrogen end 
possibly other essential elements satisfactorily explains 
the decreases in yields of crops following sorghums. Tne 
resvilts secured in these investigations indicate otherwise. 
..hen the greater portion of the roots of sorghuns and other 
plants were sieved from the soil, a decided decrease in 
yields was obtained in some cases following the sorghums. 
It vias impossible, however, to reaove all of tne roots from 
the soil, That the remaining sorghum roots coxild not have 
been responsible for the decreased yields is shovrn in the 
experiment where a much larger amount of sorghum roots in­
corporated with the soil increased the yields over those in 
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the ohc-c}: pots. Lor'-iiu-'n roots, -ux-doa^ Jtec-ly, contain snsiil 
quantities of oarbor!a.c£0-us ns.ueriiil3 tiiat ure scae-siiHt raore 
easilj oxidi::ed thnn tliosc tiicit s:i:ist i::; eorxi, as is indi-
ovitcd ':v "the snuller ^ 'ieids seovii-c-i in Series 4 ».vitii sorsnum 
re-::idae5 ii: compcrison v;ith corn rs::idu.e3. Oaine;; (IC) 
clnin-o th?.*: such -2aL-lly oxilizatle niattriala v.o-iild soon be 
exl-xausted and tiint deccripcoitici: of tlie corxi az:d :-or;;;iiUn 
residues soon r^ xn prr-ctic^ l^ly piirtillcl, OaliiC-^ -'s dc-
co!ipo3itlon studies are i:i accord u-ith ouiervr.txoriS nac-e in 
tliis T-;or3c or. the c-v^ rth of raieat in pota huxLn^  ccrr. £.nd 
Icafir applicr.tior.ii c.t the rate of thrive toxis per t,cre« iiiiort 
ly after the plr^ nts iic.d passed t^ ie seedlinr: ctage, growth of 
\7heat in the icafir rcciduc pots «ae dcj^ resised !aueii nore than 
in the corr- residue pots, but r.fter a period of a ftv; v;eeks 
the jlants in the icafir residue pots r~rew £i£ w'eli asi in the 
corn residue pets, time ps^ ssed tho plsjits in h^e is.fir 
residue pots actually ^ rev.' faster tiir.R tn the corn residue 
pets, vflth the res'alt that the yields cere only a few graas 
in fEYor of the com residue pets. 
Kc hars^ ful effects on the physical condition of 
the soil T?ere observed in these exp-erisents, Sreaiieaie {v), 
Galnej (101, :'vi^ i:ir.s {12), Goule and n.s30Ciates {15], and 
others have reported & poor physical condition of the soil 
follOTTln^  sor~h\in:s. The investigations of Texi ZjCk (ii^ ), and 
Killer (15), have sho\7n thcit sor{Thua3 have about tvwice as 
many fitirous roots as corn, and that the sor<jhun roots are 
nuch Hore abundant in the first foot of soil. Hawkins (12), 
and Soxile and asisociates (13), expressed the belief that 
the hamful effects of sorghums on succeeding crops were due 
to the heavy draft of the sorghums on the fertilizer elements 
of the surface soil. The resxilts of -ttiese experiments indi­
cate that this is the chief reason for the harmful effects 
of sorghums on soils and succeeding crops, 
Humaarj 
1, i;o evidence of a toxic substance affectiiig the 
>%rov;th of crops follovring sorghums was found nor ?/as there 
any evidence of tne production or accuniulation of tozic sub­
stances in the decomposition of sori^ huni residues. 
Z, :)eprobsed yields of crops i'ollo«ii:g sor^ hunis 
Yfcre noted, the CLopressions depending upon the amount of 
growth made oy the sorgnum crops. 
S. V;heat following sorghums siiO?/ed a tendency to 
tiller less and to mature earlier titan viaen following vj^ eat 
or barley, 'ihe effects were largely dependent upon the amount 
of grov.tn made by tae previouij sorgniini crops, 
4. Sorghum residues incorporated v.-ith the soil at 
the rate of one ai3d one-half tons per acre resulted.in in­
creased yields of wneat, tne yields being slightly less taan 
from soil similarly treated with com residues. 
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o. Taree ton aopiictitions ox' corn tiina sorj;h.UG 
residues caused decreased yields or viaeat in coaparison -vitii 
tae yields froa ua'created soilo, tlie uor^ liuai residues causing 
the greater depressions. 
6, There is evidence that sorghus residues contain 
slightly more easily oxidizable laateris^ ls com r0Sj«d^ 9Sf 
•but unless such residues are present in fairly large siuanti-
ties no depression in crop yields will result, 
?• Otner investigators have found tliat ccrgiiua 
crops are CF.paaie of exhaiLSting tlie soil aoisture to a great-, 
er extent titan most ether crops and 7.jiis factor nay "be par­
tially responsible for the decreased yields of the follo;ving 
crops during certain seasons, 
3, I'hese experiments indicate that a large part 
of the so called 'sorghun injury ' is due tc the reEOvc.1 of 
certain, essential elements fron the surface soil, 
9» It seems logical to conclude tliat the depress­
ions in yields of crops foilovang ^ orguuns my be due to any 
one or all of several factors: nasiely, (1) the removal of 
cert?.in essential plant food elecents froc the soil, (2) the 
incorporation of large amounts of easily decocposable iaateria-
la with the soil, and (SJ depletion of the capillary noistnrc 
supply of the soil during certain seasons* 
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Part 2; 
Ir.trodu.ction 
Forttmately, tlie coniitions necessary for the 
normal develojaaent of the majority of higher plants and tne 
beneficial forms of microorganisms in the soil are approxi­
mately the same. Sxperiments have definitely proven that 
neither group of organisms can function normally for an ex­
tended period of time without the other, All life, however, 
is dynamic and subject to the influences of many other things 
of which one of the more important is other types of life, 
That growing plants and microorganisms in the soil may affect 
each other, either favorably or unfavorably, is now an accept­
ed fact. Some of the relationships between the two groups of 
organisms have been demonstrated satisfactorily, while others 
are, as yet, but incompletely worked out and not well under­
stood, 
7e laio\7 that plant roots may decrease the supply 
of soil moisture to such an extent that both higher plants 
and microorganisms are affected, but fte do not Imow all of 
the factors involved. The withdrawal of nutrient salts from 
the soil solution, undoubtedly, has an effect on microorgan­
isms, but our information on this subject is far from com­
plete. Excretion of carbon dioxide by plant roots is inown 
to change the soil reaction, to increase the sol"al?ility of 
certain minerals and affect the composition of the aoil 
atmosphere, and yet v/e Icnovr little ahout the e:^ :tent of its 
effects on microorfranisms. Plant roots are s^ icL to ncd^ fv 
the soil structure, favorahly in soae cases (corn and lerj^ jmes 
and. unfavorably in others (soT^ hxms end millet). Pomerous 
data tend to sho'sv that plant roots excrete soluble or.ranic 
su"bstances which are favorable to the development of certain 
types of or^ nisras. 
On the other hand raicroor/raniSTTiS rr-ay affest the 
c5ro¥?th of hii^ her plants; favorably, by the decor.position of 
plajit residues and the mineralization of the plant food ele­
ments, or unfavorably by cornpetin;^  for available plant foods, 
*7hen plant roots serve as hosts for microor^ n^isras the organ­
isms benefit and the plant may be in.iured (disease) or bene­
fitted (symbiosis). Sone types of organisns utilize com­
pounds as food materials which would prove to:cie to hi£:her 
plants if permitted to accumulate in the soil. The following 
work was undertaken to ascertain some of the effects of the 
developaent of kafir, corn, wheat and barley on certain 
microbiological activities in the soil. 
literature Heview 
Production of Carbon Dioxide by Plants and '•'"icroorginisgis 
- -3;: -
Starkey (31) has recently (1929) given a complete 
review of the literature on the influences of the deveiop-
aent of higher plants on the Fiicroorganisms in the soil. 
Sachs (23) was the first investigator to report 
that plant roots had a solvent effect on oarhle. Later, 
7red and Haas (6), verified Sachs^  vyorlc and demonstrated 
that aicroorganisos enhanced the solvent effects of the 
roots on marble. 
Barakov (1) foxind the largest aaounts of carbon 
dioxide in the soil atiaosphere when the soil was fertile and 
plant growth v/as at a raa>:iiaum, Turpin (35) obtained simi­
lar results and concluded that the growing crop rather than 
decaying root particles was responsible for the excess carbon 
dioxide in the soil. !.letzger (24) determined the concentra­
tion of bicarbonates around the roots of com, wheat and 
iafir, and at a distance of from 2-4 inches. He found the 
larger concentration near the roots and the maximuia differ­
ence in concentration at the fruiting period. 
I^ eller (25) observed that growing plants increased 
the oxidation processes in a soil and that the amounts of 
carbon dioxide produced were greater than in unplanted soils. 
He s-uggested a symbiotic relationship between soil oxidizing 
organisms and the growing green plant. Lundegardh (16) be­
lieved that the microflora of the soil produce the greater 
part of the carbon dioxide in the soil. In comparing the 
C4c "• 
respirr-tiori fro3 a soil r.nl one ccvcred v.'itii oe.ts tne 
root respiiT-'tior: vjis to ior:n about thirtv percsr.t. of 
ti.e total c-rbor: iio:iid2. 
:ie£:iicn (10) note! c. :nMi.ea increase in tiie carboii 
llor.ite content of soil air -onicr srov.-in^  pl;--nt£. Me cc-n-
clulei, i'iO'.vevcr, tiic-t tn& activities of ^ ioii cro--'ii^ "'3 are 
sujsres'SQz 07 t:ie :^ ro\ii-£ crop. 
'Ilie deterr^ iJiiticns of sliov.'ed tiie 
evolution of a.--rcoL diozcide to be i^ rcc-tcr froni soils Support­
ing plant i^ x'o'.v jii, '.iie foi-nation of oarbori dio;:idc founcL 
to bs related to tx.e £;rov/tii ciiLractariJtics of the plaiitii, 
and distinct for each pl:znt. Ilaxiauni effects were found at 
advarxod vegetative develogiaeiit arid frudtii;^ , Iiicrea^ cii 
activities of soil organisms after iuo. periods of aaiLL:auiri 
absorption by plants led to tae C20 no lotion that nicroorgan-
isHS are iniport::nt in the production of carbon iio;cide in 
the soil and in the increase in bicarboriates around plant 
roots during tneir developaent. 
accretion of Inor^ n^io and Organic Substances 
by Higher Plants. 
Czapeii (b) reported tnat plants eli^ ziate soluble 
substances of organic and inorganic nature. Potassium, Gal-
ciua^  rnagnesiua, chlorides, siilfatss and phospliatcs were 
among the inorganic substances founc. to be escreted. 
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v/ilfarth. Homer and v'iramer (SS) studiecL tlie asaimilation of 
fertilizer oaterials ty iarley, spring wheat, peas and mus-
tsrd. They fouM that the jaaxisrujs quantity of fertilizing 
eie.-neiits Vt'ere taien vip at blossoming time, or at the be^ inn-
Ing of fruit fornatlon. With the siceeption of ohosphcris 
acid, part of the ftssimilated plant food elements were return 
ei to the soil as the plants approached, raaturity, 
ZjoTi and '.ilson (21; gre^ i com, oats, peas and 
Yctch in sterile rratrier.t solutions v,hich contained nitrogen 
only in the foiTs of nitrate rhen the plants were set in the 
flasks, Or^ nie nitro^ e^n appe'fred in the solutions after a 
fc-; weeks. A poa plant found to lihcrste orgmic nitro-
fen into tne nutrient solution ^ o^ntainin*^  no combined nitro-
r e^n. 
Truffat and lezssonoff (54) clainied that they grew 
mzize to 'natn.rity in r.cdia contsirir^  no nitrogen, "but in­
oculated with nitro^ tn fixing bacteria. Joshi (IS) deaon-
stmted tant free liviiig root nodule or^ nlsms nay exert a 
tenefioial infiuence on plants of the grass fp^ ily. 
Influences of Pl>*.pt Grogth on the 
Kurahers of noil Crj^ isas 
Tclich (S6) found large nunhers of an organissi 
called CloEtridum ^ jelatinosua on the roots and in the soil 
near the roots of raan^ els, harley, rye, oats and meat. 
- -
Hoffman (11) examined soils near the root systems of vario'oa 
plants and fotind a marked difference in the kind and in the 
quantity of bacteria eompiired to those present at some dis­
tance fron the roots. G-rowth of different species of crops 
in a soil were found to produce changes in the soil solution 
v/hich were indicated in increased or decreased bacterial num­
bers. A larger number of bacteria were found tty LeGlair 
(14) •orider cowpeas than under fallow. Johnson ana Levine 
(l:^ ) reported finding coli-like bacteria more abundant in 
soils upon vfhich crops -iyere growing then in soils vmich re­
ceived the same treatment but isere not croppea. The numbers 
of organisms in planted soil were found to be larger than in 
unplanted soil by Greaves, Stewart and Hirst (9) and Joshi 
(13). 
3rown {5} found indications that the influence 
of the crop present on the soil was greater than the in­
fluence of previoxis cropping on the bacteria in the soil. 
"Vilson and 3-yon (40} worked with sterilized soils 
inoculated with ptire cultiires of bacteria and foxind that 
larger numbers of organisms grew in the soils when cropped. 
'J'he determinations of Starkey {Sl,iS2) show that 
plants have decided effects on the soil organisms and that 
the influences are greater on some organisms than on others. 
The greatest increases in microorganisms were found in the 
B.rsdiobacter group vrhile nitrogen fixing organisms, actinozay-
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eetes, and filanentoiis fan^ i increaaed to onlj- a slight es-
ter.t, T^ifferent plnrts rere to vrir;; ir. irfl'uerice s.z:± 
the extent of their influence '.'.t-s different fit vririoxis £ta.''es 
of -"7*07.' til. 
I'.OTc or>'~anis!::s \cere fo'UJRd 07 "-rerves (5) in ',?:ieJit 
soil than in aifr.lf?. soil, Lolmis (lb) fotoid r;rir}:cd in­
creases in totnl rpj.rsljers cf soil orr^ nisnis under rrov,'lr^ -r 
le-'^ drnes. The nxinbers of aetlnor;iycetes and funfi ^ ere fo'ond 
tc 'be larger, also, Tj-^ it the increases -^ ere not sc rr.ar5:ed. 
"he reSTilts of :'nith (301 show thct the -?ro\'.-th. of ler:u.r.es 
increases the mir-bers of S.rqdiobneter in soil, the increase 
berfniiing the third r;ee5: rafter nlfr-ntin-f and extcr^ dirif: scr.e 
'seeJcs after harvestintT the crop. Increased numbers of bac­
teria vserc observed under ler'-inies by Creu2burr [A 1 but he 
noted a dccrej^ ne unier cerenlc, 
Infl'aences of Plant Gro\?th on i-.itrification 
and h'itrot^ en Accumulation 
~rc-sn (if ) fo\ind that a rotation of crops brou^ jht 
about a .^ reeter nitrifjin^  power in the soil than continued 
cropping either to corn or clover. Lycn and 2i::Eell {17; 
observed trtat the rrite of nitrification cf ajnnonius sulfate 
was greater in alfalfa soil than in tinothj soil. It T?as 
thou=:ht that the presence of the le.-;yune stinul-ated nitrifica­
tion. In another experiment reported by the scsc inve3tis:a-
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tors (18), alfalfa soil nitrified more irapidly than timotiiy 
soil. Tile differeiice "ttrioiitsd to the direct e:?f2cts 
of the plt.nt on liitr-'^ te proa'^ otion and rot to the ^ re-iter 
cj.ar:tity of riitrci.3cn '.^ aicii the plaiits stored in the soil, 
Greares, "^ tev/^ xrt ar.d :-;irst (9) • clair.el thr^ t alf.ilfa increas­
es the i-itrirjaris peters of a soil, The reoults of Lohz.is 
(15) inlioate a stro:i.<;er nitrifiaction urider end after le-
g-^ es than in ii::cro_:;ped soil. :;tarkey (Uo] -staled tliat t:aQ 
zsitrifieation of arrnonium sulfate ii- soils v/ri-s r.ot affected 
to such an extent as nitrification of V.ic soil nitrogen. 
The evolution of car'con dioxide aiid the nitrifieation of 
soil nitrogen Tjere thought to be accelerated as a result of 
the addition of organic substances to tne soil by .^ rowing 
plants. 
Lyon and 3izcell (IS) found that the content of 
nitrates was freq,uently hijher in the soil during the most 
active period of rrovfth of the corn plant than in cultivated 
soil without a crop. It .'.'as assumed thr.t nitrate for;r;ation 
was 3ti:aulsted by processes connected with active growth and 
the absorbing functions of tne com crop, "he nitrate con­
tent of the soil ^ s found to be higher under both corn and 
oats during t>he period v/hen tne crop v/as raaking it:: greatest 
draft on the soil nitrogen, failure.of nitrates to increase 
later in the season v/as supposed t'j be due to a depressing 
infxuence by tiie crop on iXxtrxficabion* ^^ uer^  w^ on, ^ .-i^ e^ll 
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and ./ilson (22) found tliat corn did not depress nitrate 
accucralation duzing early gro7/th, but did so later. ;;iieat 
caused a depression d'oring the first period and continued to 
do so throughout the period of growth. 
Lyon and Bizzell (17) reported that tinothy groan 
with alfalfa and red clover contained a ^ ^^ reater perceritage 
of protein than timothy grown alone. In another experizaent 
by Lyon, Bizzell and v/ilson (20) it was found that under the 
sane conditions of soil and treatnent, clover caused a great­
er production of available nitrogen than timothy. Little 
difference was found in the quantities of nitrogen that could 
be leached from the soil during the time the two crops were 
growing, but about six times as much nitrogen could be leach­
ed from the clover soil in the time the soils stood fallow 
after the crops were removed. 
The review of literatujre shows that the evolution 
of carbon dioxide is greater from soils that support plant 
growth and thst the amounts of gas produced depend on the 
kinds of plants and the character of their growth. Correlated 
with carbon dioxide production are numbers of microorganisms 
which are increased on the roots and in the vicinity of the 
roots of many crops, the most striking increases being in the 
B.radiobacter group, although the general bacterial popula­
tion, actinomycetes, and filaaento*as fungi all show increases. 
Plant roots have been found to excrete organic substances and 
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the increased, ntunbers of orgajiisms on and near the roots 
appear to be due to root excretions and not to decaying root 
cells. The presence of legumes apparently sticulate "bacter­
ial activities in the soil to a greater extent than the 
presence of non-legumes, this being especially true in the 
case of nitrification. 
(There are few data concerning the effects of sor-
ghtim plants on the biological and chemical activities in the 
soil, The following v/ork with kafir, corn, wheat and barley 
was undertaken to determine vdiether sorghuns affect soil ac­
tivities aore or less than corn and other crops, 
Sxperimental 
•^ he following experimental work had as its object 
the determination of some of the effects of growing kafir, 
com, wheat and barley plants on certain biological activities 
of the soil. Studies were carried on both in cropped and 
fallowed soils, and determinations were made of carbon dioxide 
evolution, the nitrate content of the soils, the hydrogen-ion 
concentration of the soil solutions, the total numbers of 
molds and other microorganisms (bacteria and actinomyces), the 
nitrifying, nitrate assimilating and nitrogen fixing powers 
of the soils, the water soluble organic matter and the water 
soluble phosphorus content of the soil solutions. 
The plants were grown in four-gallon earthenware 
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pots in the greenhouse. Clarion loam was the soil used, each 
pot containing approziraately 50 poiinds. There were 20 pots 
used, in these studies, four "being planted, to each of the four 
crops and four being left unplanted. Half of the pots were 
used for the biological and cheaical studies and the other 
half for carhon dioxide determinations. The soils of the 
group used in naMng biological and chenical determinations 
•were sampled' and planted on Eovenber 22, 1929, and the others 
on Decenber 4. When the plants had developed sxifficiently 
for the elimination of the -weaier ones they were thinned, 
three corn or }cafir plants and twenty-one wheat or barley 
plants being left in the respective pots. 
The soils were kept near the optimum moisture con­
tent except for a few days prior to sampling, vsiien water vras 
•withheld to allow the soils to become dry enough to permit 
sampling with a tube. After samples vexe taXen soil from the 
surface of the pot was woried and pressed into the holes and 
the moisture content was then brought up to the optimiun again. 
Soil, of the original supply, was occasionally added after 
sampling to ieep the pots ftHl and prevent exposure of the 
roots. 
As the period of daylight, at the time of plantirg, 
was short, the pots •were grouped in circles under reflectors 
having 500 vyatt llazda bulbs, During December and the early 
part of January the li^ ts were turned on in the late after­
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noon and turnea. off about eleven o* clock at night. During 
the latter part of January and throughout February the li^ ts 
vjere left on all ni£:ht. The barley plants grew nornally and 
corn responded well to the light, but wheat had a tendency to 
grow rapidly without the desired production of tillers, Kafir 
shewed a Karlced indifference to the added lisht, although, 
judging froc v,'or3c with plants during the preceding winter, 
the increased anount of light kept the plants growing and 
prevented early maturity. 
"The barley plants v.-ere attacked by the powdery mil­
dew, Erysiphe grs-r.inis arid were treated v/ith powdered sulfur. 
All the pots were dusted with sulfur so that comparatiYe re­
sults could be secured, 
3oil samples for biological and chemical determina­
tions were talcen from one sroup of pots at intervals of two 
weeks throughout the periods of growth and at maturity of the 
corn, ^ vheat and barley. The last soil samples were taken 
from the kafir pots when the plants were in full bloom. Soil 
samples were obtained "bv means of a small brass tube with an 
inside diameter of 12 nillineters and a length of 34 centi­
meters, TMs tube had one end constricted so that the cutting 
edge had a narrower diameter (11 millimeters) than the inside 
of the tube proper, From 13 to 20 samples were taken from 
each pot, lio attempt was made to secure the samples under 
aseptic conditions, as the errors due to contamination were 
regarded as riejligi-ole. sample so secured v/as placed in a 
pint nason fruit a^r, taken to zhe laboratory ana then poured 
into £ pan T7iiere the lumps were reduced uith a spatula, h^e 
samples were thorou^ riily niixed by being poured back and forth 
from oae pan to another. After the renovai of & portion of 
the soil for raoisture detex-minations the sample was replaced 
in the Jar to prevent further contaaination. 
Plate counts of bacteria and actinocyces v^ ere nade by 
using Zro'rtn^ s albuaen agar, as described by v.'aicsnian (57). 
Fifty gran equivalents of air-dried soil were weighed out and 
placed in sterile liter Lrlenmeyei' flasJcs containing 6C0 c.c. 
of distilled water, less tae eq.uivalcnt of the capillary 
moisture found in the soil, All subsequent dilutions were 
inade by taking 10 c.c. aliquots of soil inf\ision and tx'ans-
ferring to 2o0 c.c. Erlenneyer flasjcs containing 90 c.c. of a 
sterile physiological salt solution (3.5 grans of sodiiaxn 
chloride in a liter of distilled water). One c.c. portions 
of the 1-100,000 dilution were placed in r*etri dishes and 10 
c.c. of the mediUH were added, -he numbers of organiSDS re­
ported for tiie soils represent the average numbers counted on 
five plates. 
Che nuabers of aolds vfere deterained by using 
peptone-glucose acid agar as described by '.ialcssian (S3). [The 
reaction of the nediun was adjusted to a pH of 3.3 to 4.0 by 
the colorlnetric method as described by iledalia (2^ ;). Ihe 
dilutions v/ere cttaincd as indicated above. One c.c, of a 
1-10,000 dilution and llO c.c. of the mediurn were used in 
nourinr the plr.tc3, ?ive relates v.'ere oo">ired for each soil 
ar.d the nxirjbers averacjed. 
In the study of carbon dioxide erolution, sanrjles 
of the soil r.triosjliere 7,'ere secured "b^  neans of a glass 
aspirator "bul^  surrounded -vith «;lass Y;OO1 and bixried in the 
soil about t'.TO inches above the center of the bottoin of the 
pot. "he bulb v;as connected by ne^ ns of frlans and rubber 
tubinr; to a simplified Ilaldane Apparatus v;hich enployed 50 
percent potassium hydrc;cide solution as the carbon dioxide 
absorbent. 
The hydrogen-ion concentration cf the soil solu-
iiions v/as determined by the cuinh2^ "drone electrode. 
The phenoldisulphonic acid nethod was used in the 
detemiriation of nitirates. 
Total nitrogen determinations ?rere nade "by a modi­
fied Kjeldahl method utilising copper sulfate, ferrous sul­
fate and sodiura sulfate to hasten digestion. 
The nethod descriT)ed by Bondorff and Christensen 
(2) was employed in making the determinations of water solutle 
organic natter. Fifty grams of soil and 500 c.c. of distilled 
\vater were used to obtain the filtrate. 
v/ater soluble phosphorus deteminations were made 
according to the ^ eniges method as modified by Parlcer and 
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Fudge (26). The solutions tor the tests ?#ere obtained by 
placing the equivalent of 25 gjrans of air-dried soil and 50 
c.c, of distilled water inside a collodion bag. The bag was 
then immersed in 200 c.c. of distilled water and the soil was 
dialyzed from 20 to 42 hours. 
s7inogradsky's (41) silica ^ el, plate method was used 
in making comparisons of the nitrogen fixing powers of soils. 
Carbon Dioxide Evolution 
The soils used in making the carbon dioxide determi­
nations had stood in the pots throu^ out the previous simmer 
and had become quite dry. The soils were planted on December 
4, and the first carbon dioxide determinations were rade on 
December 5, Determinations were nade twice a day for the 
first three days, every day for the next five days, every other 
day from December 12 to December 26, every week from December 
30 to April 13, and at irregular intervals to the end of the 
experiment. The dates oT sampling ana the results secured are 
recorded in Table IS. 
The addition of water to the more or less dry soil 
at the beginning of the experiment brought about increased 
microbiological activities and a raarked increase of carbon 
dioxide in the soil air. The amoxints of carbon dioxide in­
creased gradually until the maximum was reached, in most cases^  
on the third day. From liien on 14iere was a gradual decrease 
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until January 30 when the lowest levels were reached. Dxiring 
the period from Decenber 4 to December 30 the percentage of 
carbon dioxide in the soil air varied widely, and there were, 
apparently, very ninor effects from the plant roots. Fron 
DecGiaber 20 to February 2 the amounts of carbon dioxide found 
in the different soils varied, but the differences T/ere not 
marked. 2here is evidence that the growing plants, with the 
exception of 3cafir, were causing an increase in the amount of 
carbon dioxide. Beginnin-^  with February 2, when viheat and 
barley were heading and the com was tasseling, it was evident 
thrit all the plants were bringing about an increase in the 
amounts of carbon dioxide. The largest amounts of carbon 
dioxide were found under the com. Wheat and barley had about 
the.same effects. The results secured with kafir fluctuated 
widely until April 6, when a marked increase in the amounts 
of carbon dioxide produced became evident. It is of interest 
to note the marked difference in the results secured from the 
duplicate pots. The results obtained on Karch 2 are also of 
interest, as a very cloudy and cold period occ*arred at that 
time. Cloudy weather caused a depression in plant activities 
whi<Si was reflected in the carbon dioxide content of the soil 
air. 
Soil Eitrates 
lloisture determinations were made on the soil 
sanples so that eq.uivalent amounts of air-dried soil could be 
Tised in the rarious deterniinations, 'Zhe figures representing 
moisture content of the soils under the various crops at 
different dates of samplin;; are recorded in TaLle 17. 
Deteminations for nitrates were Taade on 50 gram 
equivalents of air-dried soil. The results are given in 
Ta"ble 18. The anount of nitrates in the soils at the time of 
plantin^ 7 varied considerably, lio narked changes in nitrate 
content took place in the corn soils during the first eight 
weeks, hut at the end of the tenth week or about two v;eeks 
"before the plants "began to tassel a decided decrease was evi­
dent. A further decrease was noted at the end of the twelfth 
week. From then on to-harvest the soils in the duplicate pots 
behaved differently. One soil gained in nitrate content, 
while the other fluctuated, reaching the low value of 5.9 
parts per million at the end of the fourteenth week and gain­
ing from then on to the end of the experiment. Samples se­
cured froa the com soils used for carbon dioxide determina­
tions showed a nitrate content of about 16 parts per million 
when the plants 7;ere natiare. The nitrate content of the kafir 
soils behaved in a very erratic manner, increasing to the end 
of the sixteenth week and then decreasing during the next 
eight weeks. The smallest amounts were obtained at the last 
sampling when the plants were in full bloom. The nitrate con­
tent of the vfiieat pots showed considerable fluctuation from 
oist ji-e Content of Soil TJnd.er Com, Ki 
• 
rot : OTO^ 
percentage 02: Gapillary Moisture j 
ror*- : . )€C . : Dee« : Jaru : j'an* : •J'aii, ; FeU. 
"EOi ; E2 6 : 20 : S : 17 ; 31 : 14' 
1 vom 4*5 16^97 16 ,4 15*08 15 .<.4 23.43 
2 n 4^5 24*57 12^73 15.90 14 *00 32.26 8*' 
S 35afir 4«3 20*32 15.27 15.65 17*41 27.61 18.; 
4 Tf 4<rS • 13*44 18*6 17.57 18 .GO 25.39 19 i: 
5 e^at 3*06 19*90 14.86 14.78 16*51 21.52 19." 
6 n 4-C' 19*39 15.15 16..07 16*30 £6.46 20.; 
7 Baarl^ 3^7 1S*5S 14.23 1S.18 11.40 28.57 19 .J 
8 n S«2 26*09 12 .1 1E.93 12*71 31.05 15.J 
9 Fallow 4«3 19*57 15.8 17.13 17*92 27.17 20*; 
10 TT 3.8 20*95 13.8 16.25 17*50 28.33 21-! 
v Soil Samples from CO2 Pots. 

i 
i 
I ? A B X E IV 
i 
i 
bf Soil TJnder Com, l£afir, ?3ieat. Barley and Fallow, 
>£ Ga.^iiiary Jsaois"cure at Dirrarent Dates or sampling 
jan« t J azi» • Pet. : 5'eb» : Mar. : : AT»ril : ipril : 
17 31 14 : 2S : 14 : 2B 11 25 : 9 
15.<A 23,4S 2ei*2 17^7 16.02 19i92 19.78 17.21 " 
14 i-OtJ 32.26 Sir? 14*8 13.94 19^47 19.84 15.95 
17»41 27.61 1B^3 17i4 16^ .52 IviSS 16^71 14.83 
IS .£3 25,39 13 17i8 17.39 19i.l2 17.92 12.72 12.62* 
16i.51 21.52 19*9 20^ 17.60 19i27-
16 ,30 •26.46 20,3 19*5 20.35 17^32 
11.40 28.57 19.3 OS .3 16.10 16i74-"-
12*71 31.05 15i.Z 17i4 15i26 15i74"-
17»92 27.17 20i5 21.5 17i22 lSi72 18^98 18.22 17.93 
17i5C 28*23 21*S 21.8 19^94 20wl4 18*54 16.78 17.17 

S A B 1. E 18 
t^rate Coizteixt of Soil Und^ r Com, Zisf^  
Lx-^ ate 
; J8si« 
itaroj^  parts !>« 
?ot 
^o* 
Crop 
2Z 
J>ee» 
20 
J8ZU 
8 17 
: JaK 
: 31 
FSC 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Com 
•• 
TXLfir 
r> 
"^^bieat 
Xf 
Barl^  
o 
SallOK? 
49,7 
41.6 
se»8 
34«1 
44«9 
54»S 
38»8 
44^  
39«0 
50.0 
41^  
4^ *4 
50.0 
35.9 
49^  
27»7 
34*8 
4S.0 
38*4 
47.1 
41.S 
45*4 
54.2 
S7.0 
47^  
S5.0 
36.5 
44.6 
37*6 
43.5 
41.3 
41.9 
54.3 
.^6 
41.9 
24.2 
S8^ 4 
5D.0 
45.4 
50.0 
38.4 
47.6 
81.0 
.^2 
55.5 
25.5 
22.5 
80.5 
5Q.0 
38.2 
25.6 
47-6 
59^ 5 
34.9 
47.1 
17.4 
E«> ^ 
5e.i 
50.5 
31.7 
10.8 
42.2 
60.S 
32.5 
40.0 
11.9 
22mB 
-51.5 
48.4 1 
Soil Sairples fron CO,, Pots. 

1 ] 
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f A B 1, E 18 
i 
1 
pn&er Com  ^ l^ lr, 
} 
1 
1 
Bsrl^ eB& ?^l9ir. 
Parts per Miii£eai 
r F«l>» r : : sar# : ; J^ni : I'JS^T 
31 : 14 : . 28 : 14 : 28 : 11 : 25 ; g 
S8.E SU7 37^ 2 40*8 41*6 40^ 6 14.7" 
S5»6 10^  11»2 §•9 11.1 3S.5 15.6 " — 
47.6 4E^  49»6 suo 43^ 0 36*5 25.6 18.1s 
S9»5 &aa 55.1 6B*S S5«5 44.6 44^  10.0s 
34.9 22*5 suo 50.0 ". 
47.1 40.0 SS»9 42.S -"-
17^ 4 1U9 17.0 24.0 53.5 -'^  ~ 
:^ «a 51^  52.0 25.0 "• 
sea 61.5 60.6 77.7 71.4 62.5 71*4 70.3 
50^  .^4 61.S 63.S 71.4 55*5 60.9 78.1 
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week to week, but there was no evidence of the showing plants 
having utilized large amoimts at any particular period. The 
smallest amounts were found about four weeks before heading 
and at blossoming tine. One soil growing barley showed a 
steady decrease in nitrate content to the end of the twelfth 
week (blossoming tine J when an increase occurred. The other 
soil showed little tendency to decrease in nitrate content 
until the eighth week* the smallest anounts being fotind at 
the end of the tenth and twelfth weeks. r^txL then on to the 
end of "Kie experiraent a decided increase took place, 2he 
fallow soils gained in nitrate content in an irregular way 
until the end of the experiment when there was about twice as 
rauch nitrate nitrogen as at the beginning. It is evident that 
the plants aade their greatest draft on soil nitrates prior to 
and at tAe tine of fruit formation. Sheat did not draw so 
heavily on soil nitrates as the other crops» 
Hydrogen^ Ion Coucentration 
The pH values obtained froai tine to tice showed 
variations. i^?he lowest values were obtained in corn soil at 
the ej3d of the sixteenth week when ears began to form. In­
creases in hydrogen-ion concentration were noted in the kafir 
soils at the end of the twelfth week and the pE values rersain-
ed low xintil the end of the experiment, i'heat soils began to 
show a decxrease in pH values at the end of the tenth week when 
Hyasrogen Ian Concentrations 
nndep Com^ Sifir, Ubeat, S 
i 
• 
• pii Values at ^ -Ixi sr 
?ot : Crop 
• 
• 
NOT* ; ]>ee« Deo. : €^01. : Jan. : Jan» : 
;HO4 22 6 20 3 : 17 : 21 : 
1 Com 7.17 7^08 7.41 7,28 7.26 7.50 
2 n 7<,17 7.51 7^57 7.57 7.46 7.49 
3 Fafir 7^24 7.21 7.S6 7.28 7.26 7.18 
4 n 7.21 7^ 22 7.41 7.J56 7.22 7.42 j 
5 7.19 7.12 7.S9 7.28 7.26 7.05 1 
6 n 7.19 7.12 1J57 7.36 7.32 7.27 j 
7 Barley 7.21 7.12 7.47 7.36 6.71 7.40 i 
8 n 7.17 7.17 7.42 7.35 7.17 7.25 ! 
9 fallow 7.17 7.17 7.36 7.36 7.32 7.13 
10 n 7.17 7.^ 24 7.52 7.28 7.24 7.25 
Soil Samples from COp Pots. 

issntrattons of soil Solatxons 
Ir, Barley and Fallow, 
aij -. iiisreiii ii&tes 
!: J'an. : J'eb. ; VeW : rar. : 23fer- : April : AT)Pil : May 
i :  31 ; : 14 : 28 : 14 : 28 : 11 : 25 : 9 
1 
! 7,30 7.27 G.91 6.58 6.94 6.85 7.41-
1 7.49 7.42 7.51 6.98 7.26 7.26 7.70-:: 
1  7,18 7.00 3.96 7.03 S.9S 7.05 7.09 7.51^ c-
i  7.42 3.95 0..91 6.89 6.87 6.71 7.00 7.51<-
7.05 7.16 7.06 6.95 7.12-
7.27 7.14 7.09 6.93 7.32-
! 7.40 7^ 22 6.91 6.78 7.29" 
1  7.25 7.07 6.87 6.98 7.29-:-
i 7.1S 6.97 7.16 6.69 6.84 6.74 6.95 6.92 
7.E5 7.07 7^ 26 7.03 6.78 7.03 7.E4 6 . 9 9  
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the plants ??e2re heading, the lov?est values oeing obtained at 
harvest time, six weeJcs later# The soils in which barley was 
grown began to show an increase in hydrogen-ion concentration 
at the end of the tenth weei, or at the tine of heading, the 
lowest pH values being obtained at the last sarapling. 2he 
fane's? soils showed considerable variations in pK values. Low 
values were obtained at the end of the twelfth week followed by 
a gain during the next two weei3» A decrease was again noted 
at the end of the sixteenth week. From then on to the twelfth 
sampling the pl£ values gradually increased, a slight increase 
being noted at the last sampling* Samples of soil which had 
been used in making carbon dioxide determinations showed con­
siderably higher pH values than those v/hich had been sampled 
at regular intervals. It is possible that the sulfur incorpor­
ated with the soil during ssuapling was largely responsible for 
the change in pH values. 
S'oabers of Holds 
The numbers of molds obtained by plating the soils 
from under the various crops are recorded in Table 20. 2he 
nranbers fluctuated so widely, from tine to time, and in dupli­
cate pots that little in formation can be obtained from an ex­
amination of the table* By averaging the numbers of molds for 
all periods and for duplicate pots the com soils were foxaad 
to have an average of 29,000 molds per gram of soil while the 
i i 
T A B L E  i I 
SisBftMrs oT aolds In the Soil Tinder Com, | 
f 
i 
• 
• 
• Saa^ re of Ifolds per Gtse of Sc 
Pot s Croip ; Sot. : Dec* : Dec* : Jan* X z 
• 
• 
m 22 : 6 : 20 : 3 r 17 : 31 r 
1 Com 68 282 334 252 332 270 
2 m 76 474 162 224 296 152 
5 Sftflr 70 212 188 188 208 186 
4 t» 60 168 174 190 184 202 
5 IShetA 28 252 216 116 186 176 
6 n 98 242 244 148 194 186 
7 Barley 54 226 158 192 150 348 
8 n 68 162 162 172 202 234 
9 Fallow 80 198 228 164 164 242 
10 o 56 290 162 158 210 222 
* HTzndreds <^ tted 
•f Soil Sainples froB COg Pots 
I 
i 

1 
j 
1 
I 
I 
P A B L K 20 
Com, Kafir, Sbeat^  Barley and Fallow. 
i 
i 
pasL of Soil £ t Different Dates of Saapllx}R« 
JaX3L» 5 Fob. : Feb* : Sar« , : K^ . : April : April : Say 
131 r 14 : 28 r 14 : 28 ; 11 : 25 : 9 
bo 452 340 252 286 6^  554+ 
152 342 256 244 552 482 282+ 
186 552 220 160 296 312 576 272 + 
i02 228 254 174 204 456 206 216 + 
L76 312 256 288 284+ —— 
L86 318 332 238 166+ — 
$48 540 318 322 186+ _— - - -
B34 332 306 260 260+ „—_ 
4^2 450 284 368 190 504 500 310 
2^ 
1 
I 
426 258 STB 226 654 246 284 
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fallow soil for a sisilar period averaged 26,550. "iie 3cafir 
soil averaged 22,060 molds per gram of soil against 27,110 
per gram for the fallovsr soil during a period of 26 -weeks. 
For ten samplings, or a period of 13 weeks, tne average nun-
"bers per gram of soil were 26,950 under com, 20,490 under 
kafir, 21,500 under wheat, 22,260 under barley and 25,760 in 
fallow soil. Apparently, the numbers of molds increased under 
corn and decreased under kafir, wiieat and barley. VJhat the 
effects of root pruning, in the process of soil sampling, nay 
have been, is not clear, but the effects -Kere not marked or 
larger niimbers of molds vfould have been fotmd in the kafir, 
wheat and barley soils, h^e average numbers indicate that 
com produced organic materials in large enough q.uantitie3 and 
of such a q.uality as to cause a significant increase in mold 
numbers. So reason is offered for the decreased niaabers of 
molds under other crops, except that the higher plants and 
other microorganisms may have competed for certain mineral 
elements to the disadvantage of the molds. Such a theory 
appears to be untenable in the case of nitrates. 
lumbers of Other Microorganisms 
(Bacteria and Actinomycetes}. 
Bacteria and actinomycetes appeared to grov? etjiially 
well on the medium used. As so many of the colonies were 
small necessitating the use of a microscope to differentiate 
- 86 -
T A B l: 
HiEBbeps of SieroorgsnisiBS (Bacta 
tho Soli I?ader Com, ^aflr, s^ hesi 
Pot : Crop : 
• « 
iSOT. 
22 
: Dec* 
: 8 
W." 
20 
: Jan. 
: 3 
: Jcu2« 
: 17 
; Jan* : 
: 31 3 
1 Com 1140 5760 6560 8080 7360 
1 
8060 
2 a 860 10340 5960 6960 7480 18900 1 
3 Sftfir 800 8e20 5840 4820 7120 8400 i 
4 » 620 11320 6320 6380 5660 7360 1 
5 e^ftt 700 12250 9060 5160 7140 8820 I 
6 ft 740 8760 5900 7280 7020 7600 1 
7 Bftrlej 640 8540 4220 5060 4860 12060 ' 
8 Q 940 6080 4720 638C 5520 8620 i 
9 Fallow 860 11280 4780 4420 4600 7780 ! 
10 w 540 8820 4760 4820 3820 6260 ! 
« TboossBd* (^ tted. 
Soil Saoples from COg Pots 
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r A B L S SI 
; (Bacteria plus Aetinoovoetas) In 
r* ^ eat« Barley asd Tallov* 
otlpoagrceg) per Graa of soil at inrferent Dates of SaaipXlng * 
Jan. : Feb; : 1^ 0^ . : Kar« : Sar. : April : April : fifty 
! 31 : 14 • 28 s 14 : 28 ; 11 : 25 : 9 
B060 5200 24280 21000 19620 28370 19240+ 
B900 8360 16040 15460 18020 29840 16040+ 
B400 8820 18SS0 11200 17370 20620 16740 13900+ 
I7S60 10000 1©500 13060 13600 33840 14600 13000+ 
B8£0 12720 20400 14780 10650+ 
7600 10670 21640 14960 8850+ 
6^C 10800 19160 14700 11S00+ 
B620 1440Q 16820 12270 14940+ — — ap w — 
(7780 10400 16240 12380 16170 14040 11120 13520 
5260 133S0 11660 12620 14440 16420 12820 15740 
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between bacteria and actinoaycetes it seened preferable to 
co;mt the two orders together rsther than to rr^ ke a hi^ jher 
dilution and increase the chances for error. The numbers 
found at different dates of snmplinf-^  are recorded in Table 
21. 
The rronbers of bacteria and actinomycetes fluctuated 
widely, from time to time, and in duplieste pots. The organ­
isms be^ .n to increase in ntambers during the latter part of 
Jan-^ ry, and, v,'ith a few exceptions, the numbers remained 
reL-itively high until the eid of the experiment. 7hat the in­
creased numbers were not due entirely to the influence of the 
growing plants is shown by the fact thr-t marked increases 
occurred in the fallow soils. 3y avera£ping the numbers of 
bacteria and actinoraycetcs for ten counts, or a period of 13 
weelcs, the com soils x^ ere found to have an average of 
10,761,000 or^nisTHS per f^ raa of soil, v?hile Jcafir soils 
averpged 9,E6B,000, wheat soils 9,720,000, barley soils 
9,101,000 and fallow soils 8,449,000. The com soils averaged 
12,363,000 bacteria and actinoraycetes per gran of soil against 
9,307,000 per ^ r^an of fallow soil dxiring a period of 24 vseeks. 
The ]cafir soils were found to average 11,466,000 bacteria and 
actinoaycetes per gram of soil, while fallow soil averaged 
9,716,000 for a period of 26 weelcs. There was a remariably 
close agreement between the average results of the duplicate 
treatments. 
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ITie above fig'ares show that larger ntiabers of 
"bacteria and actinonycetes occurred in cropped than in fallow 
soils, the larj^ est nuriters beinr; found in corn soils. Root 
cutting by tne soil sanplinjr tube -iTras, undoubtedly, respon­
sible for part of the increases, but an examination of the root 
systems of the plants shov;ed that root pruning added relative­
ly sniall amounts of organic natter to the food supply of the 
organisms at any one sampling. The root systems of the Icafir 
plants were as well developed as those of the corn plants, but 
snaller numbers of organisns were fourxd under the }ra.fir plants, 
•7ater Soluble Phosphorus 
Determinations were made every foxir ueeks for in­
organic and total water soluble phosphorus. Eo trace of in­
organic phosphorus %-as found in any of the sataples at any 
time. The total phosphorus deterninations, evidently, in-
eluded only the organic phosphorus which varied in amounts 
from a little less than case part to over two pjirts per million. 
Although siaall differences were to be observed in the anounts 
of orgf-nic phosphorus found in the soil solutions the results 
obtained were not consistent throu^ out the period of sampling 
and the differonces were within the linit of experimental error. 
Hone of the cropped soils showed evidence of the plants having 
sjaterially increased or decreased the acount of orgaxiic phos­
phorus in the soil. 
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•.;ater Soluole Organic !^ atter 
The aiaounts oi water soluble organic matter in the 
soil solutions were determined every four.weeks througiiout 
the experiment, lio differences v/ere found araojag the soils at 
any one sampling, althou^  the results varied a little from 
one sampling to another. She results obtained showed no evi­
dence that crowing plants affect the amount of water soluble 
or^ nic natter in the soil. This is to be expected, for if 
plants do excrete readily decomposable organic substanccs, 
they •wo^ Lld be quickly oxidized and there would be no accumula­
tion of such laaterials. 
Nitrification of .^ Uaiaoniuei Sxilfate 
In most of the nitrification studies 50 gram e^ iUiva-
lents of air-dried soil and 15 oilligrams of nitrogen in •&.€ 
form of aisjaoniuia sulfate were used. The soils were incubated 
at room teaperature for 23 days, The data presented in Table 
22 represent the difference between the amounts of nitrate 
nitrogen found in the soils at the end of the incubation 
period and the nniounts present at the tiae the soils were 
SP.rnpled. 
The data obtained ahovj no caarked effects of t 'e 
growth of the different plants on the nitrifying poisrers of 
the soils. In socae cases the duplicate sataples behaved q.uite 
?0 
Zo 
T 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
3 
9 
10 
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T A B L E  Z 2  
Formation of I'itrate Sitrogen fron AmnoniTJuti Sulfate 
Added to Tallow 3oil and Soils Which Had Been 
Cropped with Com, Kafir, Vheat and 3arley. 
: Pate of Sanplinj; 
Crop : IvOT. : Dec, ; Jan. : Feb, • iiar. : Aor. ; Apr, 
; Z'd**: 20* ; 17* ; 14^  ^; 14* ; 25* 
irilligrans of liitrate Hitrogen Formed 
Corn iit.b : 16.0 : U.6 : 14.ii 11.5 16.3 
It 29.6 : 17.4 ; 15.9 ; 14.9 11.9 25.7 
Kafir 29.9 : 13.2 ; 9.S : 10.1 12.7 16.6 S.oci 
Tt 24.5 : 16.9 ; 11,7 : 8.8 8.5 17.6 5.19 
-7heat 26.5 : 13,6 : 12.2 : 14.9 14.4 
n 28.8 : 17.2 ; 10.1 : 13.3 10.0 
Barley 25.6 : 16.7 ; 14.1 : 10.7 17.7 
« 25.9 : 16.6 : 15.4 : 11.0 7.3 — 
Fallow 25.3 : 15.8 : 10.1 : 13.3 7.8 26.0 8.28 
n 21.3 : 8.6 ; 10.5 : 13.3 9.7 19.2 8,75 
50 gas. 30il and 16 mgs, nitrogen used 
100 " " " 30 " " 
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differently and inconsistently, 2y averaging the results ob­
tained for tiae various samplings from Dec^ aiber 20 to Apiril 11, 
inclusive, th.e increases in nitrate nitrogen are shown to nave 
"been 15»33 nilligrans in corn soils, 12.60 nilligrama in kaflr 
soils and IS.43 aaillif^ raras in fallow soils. Average resxilts 
from Beceniber 20 to Harch 14, inclusive, show trains of 12,21 
nilligrams of nitrate nitrogen in veheat soils, 12,33 milli-
grass in barley soils and 11.1 aillif-jrains in fallow soils. 
The above figures inaicate a slightly increased nitrifying 
power in the corn, wheat and barley soils and a decreased 
nitrifying pov/er in the icafir soilj. ,'.s the results were so 
erratic snd the differences so saall, the only conclusion 
.justified is that the growing plants aad little influence on • 
the nitrifying poxvers of the soils. 
Assimilation of Eitrate ISitrogen 
In the nitrogen assimilation studies 50 grams of 
soil and 10 milligraass of nitrate nitrogen in the form of 
potassium nitrate v;e3:re used in all oeses, except for the April 
11 sampling v?hen 100 grams of soil and 50 milligrams of nitrate 
nitrogen were used. IThe soils were incubated for 4 weexs at 
roora t^ perature, Hhe data in Table 25 represent the differ­
ence between the aniounts of nitrate ziitrogen founa in the soils 
at the end of the incubation period and the Emounts present at 
the tine the soils were sampled. 
!>• 
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? A 3 L S 23 
•Di££:upei-iti>:c8 oi litroefcn AccLec. to 
Fallow Soil and. Soils ".Vhich Hiid 3een Cropped, 
v.'ith. Com, ilarir, ..'iiea-t aix. Dariey, 
• 
« 1" tc of :--ar;::li2i,-
?ct : 
r.c. : 
\/A w •  ^x* W % 
o 
: Jan, 
T " 
. JU • 
: I'eb, : i:ar. : Apr. 
: 14" : i^ r'- : ll'^ '^" 
• •  •  > . * »  •  *  •  ^  J  
jk. Ccrn •> n 1 v -A.» «-• 2.1 « cx 
• *'. , i.- "U # '* ^ 
v<.  ^
—. • L.9 • *- is.s 
T ' • l«*x v* • c 
5 :-Vher.t  ^4 ii.S 4.^ t 
»T i:, 7 1.1 1.6 — —  
7 3.9 2.7 '1.7 6,'i — —  
w 'T 4.0 •.' *' ^-. / ry « O 
9 Felloe S.3 1.1 1.3 •il.2 
IC '' ;ic.i 
* 5C f^ s. soil 
• > 1 r- -» •» 
p 
i 
asl IC jcrs, or nitr&te used 
The resTjlts ohtained. vjith soils from duplicate pots 
V7ere inconsistent, and although increased assimilation was 
indicated in some Eoils, the average results for all periods 
were so nuch alite that the only conclusion that appears to be 
justified is uh&t the £-rov;ing crops had little effect on the 
nitro.^ en assinilaticg po^ /ers of soils, 
iritrojsen fixation 
All of the soils viejre tested for nitrogen fixing 
powers at the beginning of the experiaent. I^ oist soil equiva­
lent to 1 gram of air-dried coil was spread over the prep£.red 
silica e^l and the plates -c/ere incubated at £3'" 0* for 7 days. 
•Jhen the barley and vsheat cro^  were harvested tests for 
nitrogen fixation were nade on the barley, wheat and fsllow 
soils. The nitrogen fixing powers of com, kafir and fc-llow 
soils :s:ere detemined v;hen the com crop \ias harvested, trip­
licate deteminations were made for each soil, the average re­
sults being presented in Table 24. 
The datn sho?r differences, but the differences are 
no larger th?.n these found in the triplicate determinations 
for eacSi soil sanple. "he results inoier.te timt the growing 
crops had little influence on the activities of the nitrogen 
fixing organisms of the soil. 
Discussion 
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T A B L E  2 4  
liitrogen Fixing powers o f  Cropped 
and Fallosei Soils. 
I>ate of Sanpling 
rot Crop 
2:0. 5ov. 22 r&r. £;S /-pr. 25 
1 Core 4.C.^  ——— .^'07 
•-V tC 7f 7.43 O.S7 
s Kafir e , 9 z  5.23 
4 •f 4.4& 4. o3 
"heat 4.12 4.55 ——-
6 •T 5.82 4.S9 
7 Barley 4.73 6.02 
S e,?s 4.5:3 —— 
9 Fallcw 4.07 4.15 4.11 
10 T? 4.90 5.2^  5.22 
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The addition of water to soil which, had becone more 
or less dry has "faeen fovmd hy many investigators to result in 
increased biola^ ical activities. Such was the ease in this 
ezperiaent, as the nunbers of aicroorr^ nissis found in the 
soils increased '.vith the addition of water and narked evolu­
tion of cnrbon dioxide resulted# The activities of the organ­
isms were at their inaximim hy the thii-d da;f and the effect of 
drying the soil vias evident over a period of about fo'.;r v»-etejcs, 
as WFS indicated by the evolution of carbon dioxide in the 
soils. 
After the initial hi,~h period, larfjer amounts of 
carbon dioxide were found-in the planted soils and the largest 
amounts found in p.ny soil occurred \7hen the plants r/ere most 
active. Grov;th characteristics of the plants Y/ere reflected 
in distinct differences in the production of carbon dioxide, 
'"he largest araounts of carbon dioxide v;ere produced vrhen the 
plants had reached advanced sts^ es of vegetative f^ ravth, 
; fter blooniing and throughout the period of grain foraation 
the evolution of csrbon dioxide \»as pronounced. 
"fhat factors are involved in the increased carbon 
dioxide formation under plants is probler&atical, Lundegardh 
(16) claimed that plant roots are responsible for only one-
•third of the increase and that the other two-thirds are due 
to microorganisns. Slightly increased numbers of bacteria 
and actinonycetes were found in the cropped soils in these 
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expciiaents, Ijimlsera of orgazxisnis, hovi-ever, are not al^ ys 
indleativa of tJie rates of deccrspcsltion of organic materials, 
as is seen in "rabies 16 ana 21, wiiere large numbers of aiero-
org??.r?i3iis occurred in falloa soils throu^ out I'ebruary, Mfcrch 
ari pril -vvitliout any increase in the evolution of carbon 
! cLioxide. It seetns lofrical to conclTsde that part of the in-
I 
1 areased production of carbon dioxide in cropped soils is due 
i  
to biological activities. If LundegarcLii's contention is true, 
I the increased amounts of carbon dioxide found in cropped soils 
i  are due, largely, to a greater physiological efficiency of the 
i  or,ranisns rather than to increased, numbers. 'This would in-
i  
dicate fcat plant roots excrete rsther lartie £Iao^ mtB of soluble 
i  organic naterials which may be oxidized readily by the oicaro-
i  
! organisns, 
i tThat effects increased production of carbon dioxide 
j may have had in the soils growing kafir compared to those 
J 
I 
i growing com, wheat or barley are not clear. The ]cafir plants 
did not develop normally, but during their period of maxismn 
I vegetative growth larger amounts of carbon dioxide were pro­
duced in the soils than in wheat or barley soils at similar 
' stages of gro^ rth of the plants. The amounts of carbon dioxide 
evolved in kafir soils were but sli^ tly smaller than the 
amounts found in com soils. Metzger (24) founa that the con­
centration of bicarbortatcs in soils around the roots of cam 
plants was not sauch different than in the soil about the roots 
of loaflr plants at elallar stages ot plant develOi«ient, It 
appears unlikely that the soluhillty of coil nutzlects Is 
affected to a auah greater fsxtent br the nrodactlon of cs.rboc 
dioxide under corn than andcr k a f l T »  
t:!hc dP-ta show thrt the j^ wttest dissppearaziee of 
soil nitrates too^  place before blossofTiiiig axid at the time of 
r^s.is formation. There is sosae correlation between the evoXu* 
tlon of carhon dioxldo ani th« diBJappeerstace of nitrates froa 
the soil. ?hcre appears to bRvc "been little relationship be­
tween the nambera of aieroor^ nlsiaa atjd nitrates found in 
fallow soils at any one aaraplins. In general, iacr^ sed rats^  
bers of orgasisess in fnllow so 11a were aecoapanled by incre&»» 
ed atsounts of nitrates. If the orj^ naiSBjs assictilated large 
aaouats of nitrates, the production of aiaaoaia and nitrates, 
evidently, took place at a aiore rajjld rste. Fluctuations in 
the aao^ cjts of nitrates fo;ti:d at different snaplii^ ga indle&te 
thst oossider^ .ble o^iantities of nitrates were assiailated at 
times. ?l!io nrasbers :^ jid activities of the nitrifylas organ-
lass mxat have kept pace wife th® increase in the general 
alcrosoopic poptilation# 
3tarkey (5S) foiusd that ^ rotrin^ ? com an4 oats affoct-
ed the nitrlf^ fing oowers of soil to only a slirrht extent. 
Sewell {29) coHpRred the aaraonifying and nitrifying; pOK«2« of 
com and Jc&fir soils and found practically no difrcrsnces in 
the effects of tr.e t»o cropis, .'.ithctt^  ^there were indications 
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ic these experiments that the nitrifying powers of soils say 
hare beec increased slightly under com, wheE-t szid barley and 
decreased under kafir, the differences vrcre too scall to "be 
significant. A.S nitrification and nitrate s.ssiciilatlon occur 
sinmltaneously in a soil and there is no v^ ay of deterniining 
the extent of cither or the factors involved, conclusions 
dravm frosa saall differences in the data are not Justifiable. 
The nethod used in these investigations gave no in­
dication of the presence of inorf^ zjic phosphorus, '?he soil 
solutions evidently contained available phosphorus, but being 
slightly £l]-:e.line in reaction did not give tests for inorganic 
phosphorus, Pierre and ^ p.rker (27) found that hifh,er plants 
trere u^ iabie to utilize or/^ nic phosphorus. If the plants ex­
creted soluble organic compounds containing phosphorus, the 
amounts -sere exceedingly snsll aiii the tests were not suffi­
ciently delicate to show, with any degree of accuracy, wiiat 
differences may have been catised by the growing plants. 
Increased nunbers of aicroorganissas in cropped soils 
are indicative of increased ansounts of food aaterials. She 
tests used showed no differences is the amounts of water 
soluble organic natter present in the soils. Ho accusaulation 
of easily decomposable sateriels under plants •wcTild be expected 
except under sterile conditions, 
Snrroary 
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I?eteraii:ations Tscro nade to ascertatc the inriuersces 
O'Z tiic ievelopmest of corn, kafir, wh-eAt auii "barley on s'oai'bers 
and certain activities or nicroor^ nisaia in soils, '^eas-ure-
useiits Ti'cre made periodically d'oring the £:rowtii of tie plants 
on car'oon dioxide evolution, hydrocren-ion concentration, 
niin'oers of molds, "bacteri?. and aetinonycetea, nitrate content 
of the soils, nitrifying, nitrOgjen assimilating and nitjfo^ en 
fixing powers of the soils and on tae aaounts of tvater soluble 
pliospiiorus G.XXCL v.'ater soluble ors^ nic raatter. 
1. .Vetting soils ;tiii(d2. had "beconie aoi-s or less dry 
resulted in a nriiriccd evolution of car"bon dioxide, tac effects 
lasting a "bout four v^ eeks. 
2. larger aaounts of crirbon dioxide were aroiaced 
in cropped than in uncropped soils, the largest aaounts 
occurring the plants were Bjakini^  their s^ e&test vegeta­
tive growth. 
3. I'he production of car"bon dioxide was related 
to the grovfth chc.racteristics of the plants and distinct for 
each of the plants. 
4. Increased naisbers of noMs were found xmder 
com and decreased nuE"i>crs uiider kafir, wheat and barley. 
Larger nusibers of bacteria and actinoaycetes occurred in 
planted than in unplanted soils, th.e largest nuiabers "being 
# 
fo-ond lixider com. 
Increased numbers of Bdcroorganiaras were not 
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accompanied "by increased evolution of carton dioxide in 
fallow soils, 
6, The plants made their -re-^ .trrst Ir^  ft oz: i^ oil 
nitrates at the periods of maxiDTin ve^ et?.tivc rrov-tli, 
?• '-here are indications tfcnt the j;rov;irLg l^iLnts 
niay have increased the nitrifying an^  nitrc.^ ren ascinilc-tiri^  
powers of soils to a sli«mt extent, "b-it the f;.iffr:rcr.je^  ob­
tained v?ere not very definite. 
8» Hydrogen-ion concentrritions of ccil GoliitlGns 
are evidently not much affectcd hy the plrr.ts <3rowi-, 
9, Altho;:L'^ h groi;?infr plants ra=y rrodtice in 
the quantities of w?.ter soluble phosphorus and v.'s.ter soluble 
organic Hotter, sii^ ificant differences cotild not be detected 
by the methods used. 
10. It appears lilcely that part of the increased 
nijjabers of taicroor^ a^nlsms found under the gro:7ln£; slants -^ ere 
the result of increased carbon dioxide production aiid zh.t 
effect of this material on food constituents in the soil. 
11. Trroisin?: com, kafir, Trheat and "bsrley roots ex­
ert no marlced influences on nitrog:en fization, 
12. The results obtained in thssc experiments indi­
cate that conditions for microbial activities are sore favor­
able under com, whest and barley than under Icafir. 
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